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IN LUCE TUA 
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor 
Beyond ERA 
ERA, RIP. It is by now quite clear that the Equal 
Rights Amendment is dead. But it is not at all clear 
what difference, if any, that will make to the women's 
rights movement. For all the fervent rhetoric, for and 
against, that has accompanied ERA over the past decade, 
the failure of its ratification may signify very little at 
all for the role of women in American society. It may be, 
in fact, that with the symbolically potent but substan-
tively marginal issue of ERA behind us, our society 
can summon more clarity, toughmindedness, and com-
mon sense to discussion of the women's movement than 
it has so far managed to do. As the most revolutionary 
movement of recent times, the cause of women's rights 
inevitably arouses intense controversy, but if passion 
cannot entirely be removed from the debate, we should 
at least try to keep straight what it is we are arguing about. 
We will certainly be arguing about something other 
than ERA. No serious political analyst expects ERA to 
pick up by June 30 of this year the three additional 
state ratifications necessary to make it part of the Con-
stitution. And even if it did, there would remain the 
legal problem created when Federal District Judge 
Marion J. Callister ruled that Congress had no authority 
to extend the ratification process beyond the original 
1979 deadline and that the five states that voted to re-
scind their original ratifications acted within their 
rights. The Supreme Court may yet overrule Judge 
Callister on either or both of his decisions, but the com-
bination of political and legal difficulties leave ERA 
in a hopeless situation. Some advocate talk of beginning 
the whole ratification proce over again after the pr -
ent deadline passes, but no one takes that very eriou ly. 
Harold Stas en will be President of the nited tate 
before the ERA is part of the Con titution. 
It is ironic that as supporters mourn and opponent 
delight over ERA's imminent demi e, some di inter ted 
ob ervers are ugge ting that the excitement on either 
ide i mi placed. Philip Kurland , the widely-r p ct d 
con titutional law expert .from the niver ity f Chi-
ca o ha argued for example that the ERA i e en-
tially meaningless, ince the 14th am ndment alr ad 
provides the guarantee to equal right und r the law 
that women are eeking to e tabli h with the new amend-
ment. ' The notion that the amendment would hav an 
way o er equal pay, abortion, or any of th 
monl u ed in the campaign i fal e, ' h 
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of ERA would amount 
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We are not what our parents brought us up to be, and our families arrange their internal 
governance along lines that would have astonished and shocked earlier generations . 
for good and necessary reasons, we could not agree with 
those who urged passage simply to provide symbolic 
reassurances for women. And there was always the pos-
sibility that the very generality of the amendment's 
wording- "equality of rights under the law shall not 
be denied or abridged by the United States or by any 
state on account of sex" -could have been seized on by 
ambitious judges as a pretext for pursuing a feminist 
agenda not intended by most of ERA's supporters. For 
these reasons, we have tended on balance not to sup-
port ratification. 
Yet those (and we were not among them) who opposed 
ERA in the hope that its defeat would bring an end to 
the movement for women's rights will almost certainly 
be disappointed. The women's movement has already 
transformed American life, and there is no sign that it 
has run its course. Relations between men and women, 
both public and private, have changed in ways that few 
of us would have believed possible even a decade ago. 
Whether eagerly or while kicking and screaming, we 
have entered into radical new patterns of thinking and 
acting about how men and women should behave within 
society and toward each other. Middle-class families 
have worked out strikingly-altered arrangements con-
cerning work, child-raising, allocation of domestic 
tasks, and patterns of decision-making. We are not 
what our parents brought us up to be, and our families 
arrange their internal governance along lines that 
would have astonished and shocked earlier generations. 
The failure of ERA will change none of that. The ma-
jority of Americans, men and women, support with 
greater or lesser enthusiasm the social changes the wo-
men's movement has wrought. (Indeed, opinion polls 
show that substantial majorities favor passage of ERA.) 
Having flooded into the job market, women are un-
likely suddenly to flood out. The new work patterns, 
which relate to changes in women's lives involving edu-
cation, life expectancy, and control over reproduction, 
have altered things beyond recall. (For elaboration on 
these points, as well as a somewhat different perspective 
on their social implications, see "Motherhood vs. Sen-
iority: The Dilemma of the Career-Minded Woman" 
in the March, 1982 Cresset.) If the new freedom in life 
patterns that women have gained need not be viewed 
as an unmixed blessing, it certainly makes no sense to 
regard the new order of things simply as the result of 
the plottings of radical feminists bent on destruction of 
the family and the repudiation of nature. Most middle-
class women find the changes in their lives more posi-
tive than not, and this includes those who would most 
vehemently resist the "feminist" label. "I'm no femi-
nist, but" has become the ambiguous battle cry of the 
mainstream of the women's movement. 
Women may be becoming an independent social force 
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in a way they have not been before now. Since the pas-
sage of universal suffrage in 1920, women have voted 
in essentially the same patterns as men; if anything, 
they have been marginally more conservative. Yet 
some recent evidence indicates that under the impetus 
of the ERA issue, that is beginning to change. NOW of-
ficials argue, for example, that Ronald Reagan's land-
slide victory hid the fact that he ran much less well 
among women than among men, and they attribute 
that to Reagan's opposition to ERA, an opposition re-
flected in his party's platform. And the differences may 
extend beyond matters of women's rights: some recent 
polls show, for example, that women are more strongly 
committed to the peace issue than men. The potential 
here is obvious. Women as a bloc vote-or anything close 
to it-could become the deciding influence in Ameri-
can electoral politics. 
Yet for all its successes, and its even greater poten-
tial, the women's movement is at something of a crisis 
point. The failure of ERA, however insignificant in 
substance, constitutes a major psychological defeat. To 
expend so much emotional energy, and then to lose, 
must hurt badly. If women have not, in the defeat of 
ERA, lost the battle for equal rights, they have lost 
important political momentum. And for all the rational-
izations as to how it happened, the Republican party 
under Reagan did better in the 1980 elections than it 
had done since the early Eisenhower years, and this 
despite expressing the first open major-party oppo-
sition to ERA in anyone's memory. There is no evidence 
that opposition to the amendment got the Republi-
cans where they are, but neither can it be denied that 
opposition did not prevent them from getting there. 
Politicians disinclined to favor women's rights might 
be more likely to take cues for future behavior from 
what did happen in 1980 rather than from what NOW 
officials threaten might happen in the future. 
Nor can the setbacks to the women's movement be 
attributed simply to the machinations of unsympathet-
ic and threatened males. It is women who have led op-
position to ERA and to the broad social goals espoused 
by NOW and similar groups. Men favorable to ERA 
have not hesitated to say so, but those oppo ed have 
where possible, kept a discreet (cowardly?) silence. o 
male has had anything like the influence in blocking 
ERA that, say, Phyllis Schlafly has had. The battle-
ground of ERA has been dominated on both side b 
women. 
ERA's political problems tell us much concerning 
the more general problems of the women's movement. 
ERA was not in itself a radical cause, but it came in th 
end to be led by people and embedded in a di cour 
of rhetoric to which the "radical" label could plau ibl 
be attached. Betty Friedan, the godmother of the modern 
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The perceived radicalism of feminism, and the identification of feminism with the women's 
movement in general, have created something of a backlash within the ranks of w omen. 
women's movement, has understood this as well as any-
one. he has argued that the cause of women' libera-
tion, once buried under the feminine mystique, has in 
recent times become associated to its disadvantage with 
what she calls the feminist my tique. Thus the women's 
movement, and by extension ERA, have suffered by 
their identification with-again using Friedan's term -
a "sexual politics" widely perceived as unsympathetic 
to the family and partial to such highly controversial 
causes as unrestricted abortion and gay rights. Friedan 
has gotten herself in a good deal of trouble with femi-
nists by blaming the women's movement's problems as 
much on its own excesses as on its opponents' exagger-
ations and distortions. If Betty Friedan feels this way, 
it is hardly surprising that so many women harbor so 
many reservations concerning those who presume to 
speak in their name. 
The perceived radicalism of feminism, and the iden-
tification of feminism with the women's movement in 
general, have created something of a backlash within 
the ranks of women. Part of this has stemmed from the 
often extremist attacks of archconservatives like Schlaf-
ly. Part of it reflects the natural conservatism of people 
faced with sudden and uncertain change. But part of it 
as well comes as an entirely understandable reaction to 
the assault of feminists on those women who do not 
march to their drummer. 
For a movement ostensibly committed to le circum-
cribed choices for women, feminism has often been 
narrowly intolerant of those women who choo e to fol-
low traditional patterns. Women who remain hou e-
wive have frequently been made to feel as if they had 
failed in their duty to themselves and to others of their 
ex. The apologetic identification with which we are all 
familiar- "I'm just a hou ewife" -reveals that for all 
the talk of free choice feminists have placed increa ing 
p ychological pressure on today's women to be out and 
b doing-and for pay. If it was once considered "un-
natural" for a woman to make her independent way in 
the world, feminists have to some degree managed in 
recent years to rever e thing and stigmatiz worn n 
who decide not to commit themselves to career . 
The rhetorical excesses of certain femini t do not 
of cour e, invalidate the legitimate claim of the women 
mo ement. Most ocial movement undergo a radical 
pha , even a mo t of them later experience a period 
of Thermidorian reaction. The recent comment of 
\ omen like Friedan indicate that the women' mov -
ment i it elf aware of the damage done it cau e from 
within and that it want to di tance it elf from radical 
f mini m. that proce develop and peopl come to 
womens right a a upplement rather than a thr at 
the family and to traditional ocial arran em nt 
an e pect that the movement will expand it alr ad 
, fa , J '2 
sub tantial ha e of popular upport. 
It would be plea ant to 1 av matt r there, in the 
comfortable a urance that, th utopian fanta ie of a 
few crank and man-hat r a id , th demand of th 
women' mov m nt an a il b ac omm dat d with 
then ed of oci ty and th family alik , and that ood 
will and rea onable compromi will arry u without 
undue train through what v r n w arran m nt till 
need to be worked out. But thing ma not b that a 
It may b that for w men th n d f famil and of 
career-at I a t rtain kind of car r- om 
truly fundam ntal onfli t, and that a 
argued in hi c 11 nt hi ·t ry f m ri an w m n 
a few y ar back th de ' ir r t tal indi iduati 
fulfillm nt of , om n i in 
genuin t n ·ion 
r 
un a in 
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Anatomy is not destiny in the all-inclusive way that Freud seems to have imagined it to be, 
but neither can we be entirely emancipated from its consequences simply by acts of social will. 
day care.) But aside from being prohibitively expensive, 
the day-care solution ignores the fact that most women 
prefer to care for their infant and very small children 
themselves, not farm them out to the attentions of others. 
From the child's perspective, a growing number of 
studies indicate how critically important it is to the 
child's emotional development that s/he form an 
intimate, bonding relationship to an adult from the 
earliest possible moment. Do many of us truly doubt 
that the natural person to fill that need is the mother, 
or that fantasies of "quality time" (as with quality day 
care) will not provide an adequ·ate substitute for either 
mother or child? For some people, day care for very 
young children may remain a necessary evil , but most 
of us are not so far advanced into technocratic soul-
lessness as to want that to become the common arrange-
ment. 
Since even a great many women's rights advocates 
now acknowledge the force of these arguments, atten-
tion for solution to the family/career dilemma has 
turned increasingly to rearrangements in the work 
place. We hear frequent references to schemes involv-
ing part-time or flexible-time working hours, shared 
positions, home offices, computer links between home 
and office, etc. Many of these merit attention, but none 
of them fully meets the problem. All tend to presuppose 
the "superwoman" qualities that women increasingly 
resist having imputed to them. More particularly, such 
arrangements are most difficult to work out in pre-
cisely those executive or professional careers that we 
are here concerned with. Doctors, professors, managers , 
and lawyers find it difficult to advance a career on any-
thing other than a full-time, total-effort basis. 
Some women argue that the only feasible solution 
would involve dual-track or quota arrangements, in 
which certain positions in any occupational hierarchy 
would be reserved-either at entry, or in terms of ad-
vancement, or both-for competition only among wo-
men. But this seems a dubious proposition. In the first 
place, such systems would not solve the mother's di-
lemma, since under them single women would pre-
sumably maintain over competitors who have children 
the advantage men now hold over them. Quota devices 
(under whatever name) are also open to the objections 
that apply to all preferential systems, both in terms of 
social utility (who wants his health attended to by the 
doctor who got into or was advanced in the medical 
profession only under a quota?) and simple equity (the 
ablest and most accomplished candidates have prima 
facie claims on scarce positions without regard to such 
irrelevant criteria as race or sex). 
Where does that leave us-or more precisely, where 
does it leave women who desire both motherhood and 
a career in highly-competitive occupations? It leaves 
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them, quite frankly, at a disadvantage (though that 
assessment makes no allowance for the peculiar bene-
fits that accrue to motherhood, benefits that we are 
sure exist but which men are ill-equipped to discuss). 
The situation appears to many manifestly unfair, but 
we would argue that the "unfairness" traces not to in-
equitable social arrangements but to biological condi-
tions that, like them or not, we are all required to live with. 
Anatomy is not destiny in the all-inclusive way that 
Freud seems to have imagined it to be, but neither can 
we be entirely emancipated from its consequences sim-
ply by acts of social will. The burden and mystery of 
our sexual natures affect men and women in different 
ways. We are not the same, and our differences extend 
beyond obvious features of physiological equipment. 
They have social consequences. Which means that those 
women who perceive in every disproportionate burden 
that women bear a social injustice may be attributing 
to society a fault that resides, if it resides anywhere, 
with God. 
Having children, and nurturing them when they are 
young, belongs to women in a way that the word "nat-
ural" applies to if it applies to anything. If that is so, 
then the career/family tension can never entirely be 
resolved. It can be worked around in all manner of in-
genious ways, as it is today by countless women at all 
levels of society, but it will remain in that class of prob-
lems for which there is no definitive solution. Only if 
that stubborn reality is recognized, we think, will so-
ciety be able to debate proximate solutions in a spirit 
that avoids turning the incalculable complexity of our 
sexual relationships into a perpetual, and mutually 
destructive, war of the sexes. Cl 
Mute Swans 
I have seen 
a white pair of them 
here and there, 
in ponds 
at the heads of marshes. 
They are 
faithful and silent together 
so that I think 
of us for a moment. 
And sometimes 
they fly 







The Proofreader's Lament 
Elaborations on Boredom 
and Other Curiosities 
The Proofreader's Lament 
Typewriters are amazing enemies 
To lions and the crickets in a chirping head-
These were the words young Jason said 
When he hankered for a golden fleece 
And dropped a dungeon overboard . 
And Byron was a gaudy heart , a lout ; in fine, 
A baron with a nose for the sublime; 
Hi day a color, and his night a sport. 
Moreover, loonies there have been 
Who climbed five flights into a leaking room 
And therefore wove upon a loom 
A sun, a zinnia, and a tangerine. 
(A pencil on my thumb, I earn my keep , 
Don't catch the moon, and look before I weep.) 
Looking through my papers in order to condemn 
ome of my poems to the dustbin and others to print, I 
took to marveling again at the quantity of poems I have 
devoted to the theme of boredom-my boredom, to be 
plain. As many, I do believe, as Petrarch composed for 
his Laura, altogether a healthier subject. I offer "The 
Proofreader's Lament" as a sample. I committed it to 
paper, if I am not mistaken, in my twenties, when, con-
trary to what youth is supposed to be and feel, I was 
already a veteran of that ennui which has laid me low 
since childhood. I have forgotten why the poem bears 
its particular title, but I have never changed it, since the 
relationship and distance between Byron and his proof-
reader-similar to a contrast between some Rockefeller 
or Carnegie and his bookkeeper-carries the required 
en e. Anyway: I could recite scores of these poem . I 
am even willing to boast that I have no rival in thi 
domain. These lyrics constitute, perhaps, my only ten-
able claim to originality-though I may as well make a 
declaration that originality ha never intere ted me, 
and any velleity of mine in that direction will ever be 
O car Mandel is Professor of Humanities at the California 
Institute of Technology. He is the author of seventeen books 
0
/ verse plays, translat£on, and literary and soda/ comment. 
This article is a chapter from a work in progress Th Bo k 
of Elaborations, and the poems £n it all appeared in the 
authors recently published Collected Lyrics and Epigram . 
May, 1982 
Oscar Mandel 
imprinted with a ch erful rat ful re for my 
predecessor , patt rn d aft r th Chin painter . Do 
we not have it on th hi h t authority that no two now-
drops are alike? Why th n , u h originality a i in an 
event inevitabl ati fi ' m . I hav t to find a orr la-
m. 
Ea t ·r unday 
In the tedium of my r m all bu lb ar li t 
and tunned I att nd t th wall 
11 n 
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Most people fling themselves on hobbies. Hobbies bore me. In my teens I played cards with my 
elders, until I awoke one day to the fact that cards bored me sick, even when played for money. 
stagnations. 
Most people fling themselves on hobbies. Hobbies 
bore me. In my teens I played cards with my elders, 
until I awoke one day to the fact that cards bored me 
sick, even when we played for. money. Games are not 
for me. Nor sports. Most people fling themselves on 
sports. Sports bore me. In my childhood they intimi-
dated me. I was too obviously smaller and weaker than 
the others. I was a mollycoddle. And now, after ten 
minutes of swimming (for instance) I turn sick with the 
uselessness of it all. I gaze in a ·rapture of astonishment 
at the busy-work of sports people- the hours they spend 
polishing and blandishing their equipment-diving 
gear, mountain-climbing gear, sailboat gear, golfing 
gear-catalogues to read, new models to try out, im-
provements to worry over, repairs to oversee, the inex-
haustible gossip with fellow-enthusiasts-eh, Pascal? 
you never saw such a flood of divertissements in your 
day-while me, a deep gloom, a metaphysical gloom 
saps me-unless it be defective glands. "What's the use?" 
and "It's not worth the effort," and "Leave me in peace." 
Even though this peace bores me. 
Travelling in Harness, Still Bored 
Is travelling a remedy? Well, I travel, led in harness 
by my wife, occasionally diverted, sometimes happy, 
often bored. Why does she put up with me? Mo t people 
love small-talk. My small-talk runs dry in ten minutes. 
My wife upbraids me for the dumb look of apathy which, 
she says, everyone sees on my face when, try as I try, I 
fail to lift myself to the mild plateaus of chit-chat. 
Others simply lie in the sun, and like it. 
And yet I often think that I am bored by pure mis-
chance. The right opportunities, the lucky encounters, 
have missed me. I should like to "drain swamps" in the 
Faustian manner, and only need (I often say) the right 
companion to give me the vital nudge. I could run a 
business, create an Alpine resort, manage a theatre; I 
am aswarm with ideas; endued with good-will· desire 
to be busy; dearly love to plan, organize, solve prob-
lems, consult, command, serve-in honorable subord-
ination-but "nothing has ever happened to me," not 
even the entertaining apprehension of a beast in the 
jungle that must one day leap at my throat; no, nothing 
like it; I am quite convinced that no beast in any jungle 
i destined to waste its teeth on me. 
As for literature, I am deathly tired of literature. 
Enough is enough. I have long since become a prime 
victim of diminishing returns. I have enjoyed the best 
there is, and have given of me the best I have, and now 
what? I try to push on. I read a few books in physics, 
astronomy, chemistry, biology (as best I can); I dream 
of learning the theory of music; and why not reteach 
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myself a little piano-playing? But nothing comes of 
these glimmers and this smatter. I am too old and too 
tired. I re-enact that nightmare Virgil describes of want-
ing to run when the feet are loaded down with heavy 
weights. I think of such or such a man who took up 
Greek in his eighties. Admirable vigor! Where is that 
Shelleyan wind? Listless, heavy-spirited, and shackled, 
I have stared hour after hour into nothingness, urging 
myself at the very least to go out for a walk- call a 
friend-see a film-but too discouraged to give myself 
a dog-like shake. Every project disgusts me. I desire 
nothing. "I want want." 
A few years ago the Los Angeles Times printed an ar-
ticle about one of my colleagues. It came as I was writing 
a first draft of these almost true notations. I cut it out 
and reproduce part of it here, substituting an X for the 
man's name. 
"Whenever the world is too much with him, X escapes 
into the sky. He makes his escape in a sailplane, sweep-
ing through space like a majestic bird carried by the 
wind. 
"Soaring in circles, his steady gaze scanning the patch 
of blue above, X reflects on the similarities to his con-
tinuing quest down on earth, where the search for truth 
seldom follows short, straight lines but rather loops 
around in circles of an unpredictable odyssey, until at 
last the answers are known. Only in glancing back does 
the voyage seem to have been brief. 
"X is collected and comfortable floating in space. 
Small wonder. He is an authentic pioneer of rocketry, 
satellites, and far-ranging probes of the universe. 
Trained as a mathematician, physicist, and astronaut, 
he is a high-ranking scientist and longtime guiding light 
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Endowed with a rare 
talent for bringing clarity to subjects of mind-boggling 
complexity, X has been tapped over the years for diverse 
roles. He serves as the 'Voice of Mariner,' a land-based 
narrator who describes (to a worldwide audience) the 
voyage of Mariner to the planets. He teaches sopho-
more physics at the California Institute of Technology 
'because I love kids and, if I'm lucky, I might be able to 
help them.' He is drawing up plans for a new biomedical 
research laboratory at Caltech; its objective will be, in 
X's words, 'to use genetic medicine and immunology to 
strike out at disease.' 
"Intense, high-strung, and mercurial, X at 49 keep 
exploring new worlds to conquer. He grew up in Akron 
Ohio where his mother, a chemist, introduced him at an 
early age to the marvels of science. Other tudent 
struggled through Caltech; for X it was a cakewalk to 
earn a degree in phy ics. Then turning to the Univer-
sity of Chicago, he took a ma ter' in mathematic . 
"With a friend, X devised a formula to beat roulette 
in Las Vegas. They won 18,000, bought a yacht, and 
The Cresset 
I am a man of letters . But I do not lead the life of a man of letters. For one thing, w hat is 
a man of letters whose letters no one has ever read? I might at well claim that I am a cook. 
spent a year sailing the Caribbean. Happy but broke, X 
returned to Pasadena. There he divided his time be-
tween Caltech, where he earned a Ph.D. in physics, and 
JPL, where he helped to direct mathematics and re-
search for the nation's space programs." And so forth. 
The reporter also reveals that Dr. X repairs clocks, 
experiments with underwater photography, and sculpts 
metal assemblies. 
This blissful man parks his car next to mine every 
day; we have a nodding acquaintance; he is tall, hale, 
and handsome. What a downturn, what a crash from his 
parking slot over to mine! Here, however, is where 
your Significant Writer makes his entrance to demon-
trate how, behind the "steady gaze scanning the patch 
of blue above," when the man X has landed on the mud 
again, grim rodent doubts and vulture terrors tear at his 
innards. "Authentic pioneer of rocketry"? Some other 
pioneer flew off with the honors. "Guiding light of the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory"? He was by-passed by a 
younger buccaneer. "Drawing up plans for a new bio-
medical research laboratory"? He is the laughing-stock 
of those who know. "Devised a formula to beat roulette 
in Las Vegas"? To forget that his wife was cuckolding 
him. Do your work, you Significant Writer with the Un-
compromising Insights-insights, that is to say, into the 
literary fashions of the day, to which you are as much a 
lave as your John Doe is to his Rotary Club. But liter-
ary fashions aside, and stepping trimly over that tire-
ome cloaca into which our thousands of Significant 
Writers mechanically toss everything they ee-the e 
men, covered with human pimples as they are, are till 
enthusiastic, alert, brilliant, many-sided, and stupen-
dou ly alive-I know them where I work, and when they 
have been duly deflated for their doubts, their jealou -
ie their machinations, their fear , and their exual 
cret , still they turn the corner of midnight in the 
laboratories; next dawn they are playing tennis ; on th 
w ek-end they scale a mountain or two; they amu 
th m elve with a side-interest in Atlanti or Chine 
ideograms; it's all true; and in that light I blink, I link 
away-not to plant carrots in my garden, not to learn 
mathematic , not to do volunteer work for the blind, 
not to play the flute, not to invent a fuel- aving device-
but to huffle up and down the house, fidget ov r a 
n " paper write a letter, read a page of zoology (which 
1 promptly forget) and eat a piece of chocolate. 
rue I am a man of letters. But I do not I ad th lif 
of a man of letter . For one thing, what i a man of lett r 
who e I tters no one ha ever read? 
I did not even get 
th compliment of blame. 
a' on of m poem , very aptly. I might a " ell claim 
that I am a cook. If I am a man of letter furthermor 
fay J '2 
why am I not . itting in om 'int llectual circl " - ome 
wondeilul salon, or at dinn r with th wit of th a e? 
This very mornin I hav b 
Lamb' W dn da , with 
Hazlitt Haydon, Hunt, and 
"the flight of hi h and am t talk that t ok on half 
way t th hil at th 
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Your standard outsider is in fact a brother-under-the-
skin of the Establishment, an unwitting ally of the mili-
tary-industrial complex. He may throw bombs or merely 
paint and glue pictures; under ~ither identity-political 
or aesthetic-if terrorists ruled the world today, it would 
look as ugly as before, and probably much more so. Of 
course I exaggerate. There are poets, painters, even a 
few architects, and perhaps here and there some com-
poser I have not heard of, who love beauty as heartily as 
such people used to. No one supposes that mankind rose 
from -its sleep one fine morning and announced that the 
Middle Ages were over and the Renaissance had 
dawned. By the same token, our Technocratic Age did 
not supplant the Renaissance on the first of January 
1900. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that we do 
live in an Age ( duly capitalized) which is distinct enough 
from a period that lasted some four hundred years to be 
eligible for a name of its own; and one of its clearest 
differences from the preceding Age is its aversion to 
beauty. 
Beauty at the M argin of Concern 
Here let me deny at once that the idea of beauty has 
advanced, and that our Age has discovered new avatars 
of this god to which I happen to be blind, dumb, and 
deaf. To a very small extent some such discoveries have 
indeed been made, as they are in every age and by every 
culture; and I hope that I am not as dead as a fossil to 
them. But after this "small extent" is accounted for , it 
remains true that both the military-industrial and the 
artistic complexes have relegated beauty to a remote 
margin of their concerns. The Technocratic Age de-
serves a hundred medals, but that which it sports for 
beauty is one of its humblest decorations. 
In such an age, it is Fragonard, not the "beat" poet of 
San Francisco, who walks about dazed and homeless. 
I am no Fragonard; yet something of a semi-Frago-
nard. Does my boredom arise, I wonder, because the 
military-industrial-artistic complex does not beckon to 
even the semi-Fragonard: "Come, produce a work for 
us"? 
I call myself a root looking for an earth. 
These "Elaborations" allow me to stroll from one lane 
to another as the mood takes me, and to return to the 
first only if a convenient slope eases me back that way. 
I make this my excuse to speak a little of roots. As it 
happens, I am "not at home" in a more direct and tan-
gible sense than vaguely missing beauty in the twentieth 
century. "History" has made me one of the millions of 
displaced persons of our time. And yet, having been a 
sort of tumbleweed swept along without any choice of 
mine causes me no anguish whatsoever. I would per-
haps be disoriented in Ceylon, but whether circum-
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stances place me in Antwerp or Los Angeles makes no 
great difference to me. 
This fact struck me many years ago-in 1956-when 
I found myself alone in a coffee shop in Chelsea called 
the Number Six. London had recently discovered 
Italian espresso coffee, and it may be that the slightly 
funny distance between London and espresso coffee, 
and again between myself and both of these, produced 
the following poem: 
Disinherited but dignified, 
alone to the right , the same to the left, 
I sip my profound espresso 
this tolerable night. 
Thirty rolls of the sun, with each 
another east and west and in between, 
sipping any nation, forced to be 
the gentleman you cannot reach . 
This sterling English I bagged like a thief, 
dropping, so greedy was I, of Vienna, 
Cracow, Flanders and Gaul good coin 
as I ran : sure I must come to grief. 
Yet most were kind . Some offered me 
a chair. Few blamed the absence of a face. 
What saved my happiness, in sum, 
was middling courtesy. 
Content, I leave a middling tip and rise. 
My home is•any fragrant history . 
When stones have failed , and beams are scarce, 
a tent , Vitruvius , must suffice. 
In 1956, too, I experienced for once in my life-and 
for a person of any imagination once is enough - the 
shock of ecstasy human beings receive on "going home" 
or "returning to their roots" after a time-span of years, 
sometimes of only months, sometimes of generations. 
A substantial sixteen years had passed between my 
childhood in Belgium and my return to Europe. The 
spiritual time, however, was much longer than the 
chronometric, for the child had become a man, a new 
language had eclipsed the first, and a great war had 
intervened. When I :::ame ashore in Ostend, it was in-
deed as if to meet myself again over a chasm of time. 
Home again! The feeling was false: I was not home; but 
it was overwhelming. A huge silent sob of joy dilated 
my whole being. I was not bored at that moment! Three 
or four such supreme moments justify life. The moment, 
the hour passed. A calmer bliss succeeded. 
As for London, it was new to me, but himmered with 
the special charm of a place much studied in books and 
now revealed to be no fiction. Many a European ha 
enjoyed the same sensation on seeing a genuine cowboy 
in our sagebrush and yucca West. Fortunately, England 
at that time was still more or less England, "trailing 
clouds of glory." Since then I have preferred to tra el 
elsewhere. What is more depre sing than a third-rate 
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imitation of America? An imitation, too, in its welcome, 
so praiseworthy on one level but so dispiriting on the 
other, of immigrants from anywhere the British flag 
had ever cowed the natives. 
This is hardly a "nice" observation, but I have taken 
an oath that I will not censor odious opinions in these 
meditations if I happen to entertain any, and if my stroll 
has taken me to where they so clearly make up the land-
cape that I must either shut my eyes to them like a 
coward or take bold frank notice of them. Let me say 
then that I subscribe to an old and much-detested illib-
eral doctrine-subscribe to it at the risk of striking up a 
brotherhood with certain most unsavory brothers. I am 
tempted to say that I, too, feel that England ought to 
have remained nearly pure English, whether pure Eng-
lish is the next thing to Paradise or not. I feel, in the 
gross, that all countries ought to cling to their "tribal 
characteristics" and discourage massive immigrations 
even when, or especially when, these promise an all too 
likable access to cheap labor, or better still (how very 
enticing!) mute slaves. I am not suggesting that England 
declined because it opened its doors to all comers from 
its crumbled empire. But after drooping for the reasons 
everyone knows (social injustice damns a country on 
way, social justice another), England decayed into ome-
thing almost alien to itself as a result of its liberal wel-
come of the disinherited. When Flanders, instead, d -
dined after the Thirty Years' War, it became a sleepy 
Flanders, and when it recovered, two centuries later, it 
wa itself, integral Flanders, putting on new finerie . 
This is immense! y precious- this peculiar character of 
a people, unconsciously formed by the steady abiding 
enerations; and to those who call this Burkean attach-
ment entimental, I reply that such a sentimentality i 
far wi er than satisfaction with good-looking tatistic . 
Population Distribution and Alienation 
What has produced our notorious twentieth-century 
"alienation"? Is it not, above all, the shocking redistri-
bution of va t populations in every sector of our glob ? 
Preci ely because human beings are aggre ive, th y 
are al o timorous: their own ferocity alert them to th 
ferocity which urrounds them. Hence they dread exile; 
to uproot them is to leave them perplexed, panic-
tricken · they are always wanting to crawl back to th 
hearth· they need to feel the old walls and the reliabl 
kindred around them. To be blunt, they require a 
home ha e" from which to exerci e their predatory 
xploration . o; it i not mindless entimentality that 
make me favor self-contained and uniform popula-
tion · for the aesthetic side of the que tion, it i e i-
d nt that ma ive migrations damage the b aut of a 
land, a they corrupt it language. Beauty i extr mel 
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fragile. The pre in economic need of any new popu-
lation play havoc with it-and rightfully o for f ding 
hungry mouth mu t tak pr ced n ov r fre co on 
the wall . 
Again, I am 
How can one b 
in l s than a t 
r. 
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jects is more accurate; the high and the low are more 
interested in each other's welfare; the feelings of kin-
dred and relationship are more widely extended, and, 
in a word, the bonds of patriotic affection, always hon-
orable even when a little too exclusively strained, have 
more influence on men's feelings and actions." Rootless 
though I am myself, and though I might be its first vic-
tim, I feel the power of this Tory morality, and regret 
that so few contemporary intellectuals espouse it. 
Regret and do not regret; for the liberal doctrine that 
resists this nostalgia does so because it sniffs an odor of 
"fascism" about it-detects at least an unkindness to-
wards all those not elected by divine grace to belong to 
one or another Switzerland. Our enlightened thinkers 
may and do entertain views that can be catastrophic; 
shall we recall their rush of pro-Soviet zeal in the Twen-
ties and Thirties? But they err commendably out of 
soft-heartedness, while the right-winger keeps his finger 
too readily on the trigger. They are imprudent from a 
love of man that generous! y transcends national and 
other stiff boundaries. As usual, I hang uncomfortably 
in the middle. I believe I am just sturdy enough of mind 
to resist having it warped by commiseration, disgust, 
and other feelings. But feelings have their rights; and, 
keeping mind and emotion in balance, I can assert that 
the principle of national homogeneity, excellent though 
it is, should sometimes be adulterated a little. 
Indeed, every principle in the world ought to include 
a mechanism for putting it to sleep at the right moment. 
Say, for instance, that an alien group is being exter-
minated in its own country: how long shall a Switzer-
land dawdle and look for intermediate solutions before 
throwing open its borders come what may? On the other 
side, however, I maintain that in peacetime a nation 
has a moral right to give precedence to would-be immi-
grants who will assimilate more easily than others. But 
it is not my business here (or anywhere) to write a com-
prehensive tract on social homogeneity. I am advancing 
a few thoughts, pleading for their admittance into other 
systems of thought after due tempering, and, above all, 
begging that they not be damned out of hand because 
they are also the property of bigots. For we have a liberal 
censorship operating in our country-a quiet exclusion 
of Tory thought from prestigious journals and other 
media-an efficient reprobation and prohibition-of-
access emanating with disarming innocence from the 
intellectual elite-and of this we hear much less, in-
evitably, than what we get in print or over the air when 
right-wing clowns try to purge a local library of porno-
graphic novels. 
Still on liberals: they are unfailingly enthusiastic 
when it comes to preserving the peculiar nature of re-
mote tribes threatened by the white man, but bare their 
fangs when the same principle is applied-by bigots, too 
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often-to the white man's own cultures. Compassion is 
at work again: a white intrusion into the wilds of Brazil 
or the Philippines means oppression by the whites, and 
a white exclusion of Blacks or Yellows or Reds or 
Browns also means oppression by the whites. This, for 
liberals, overrides all other considerations. I am more 
even-handed, and all but ready to affirm that each cul-
ture is the poison of each other. And it is better, some-
times, to be heartless than to poison all sides. 
Poisons can be wholesome in small doses, however; 
and likewise any group can benefit from a modest in-
fusion of alien persons bringing their "outlandish" 
ideas, styles, and institutions. Furthermore, both parties 
benefit, for when aliens are few in number they do not 
suffer from the customary hatreds. But above a certain 
threshold the benefit turns sour, and the violence be-
gins. Who expected race riots in England in our time? 
We thought the English were particularly virtuous, and 
forgot that virtue is mostly an absence of evil oppor-
tunity. I am in favor of foiling cultures of evil opportun-
ities. Let political scientists and sociologists address 
themselves to this problem of critical thresholds. 
Speciation as a Learned Phenomenon 
For the biologist man is a single species, since a spe-
cies is defined, more or less, as a group whose members 
can make babies when they have sex. But remember 
that mankind has characteristically removed its actions 
from the instinctive and physiological to the cultural 
and psychological plane. It is not fanciful, therefore, to 
suggest that speciation, in mankind, has become a 
learned and cultivated phenomenon. The physiologi-
cal barrier has been replaced by distrust and dislike of 
others, and the biological impossibility of begetting 
babies supplanted by a moral or immoral interdiction 
of mixed marriages. In this light we may recognize that 
humanity is less a single species than biologists would 
have us think. Mankind is divided, if you will, into 
cultural species. 
Again, cultural rather than biological laws determine 
the boundaries of a human species. What is unthinkable 
among animals is perfectly normal in mankind, and 
follows from what I have said before: a species of man 
is simply what man decides it is. At one time and place, 
two religious groups constitute eparate species; in 
another time and place, they live together, work to-
gether, intermarry, hardly notice a difference-and o 
become two sub-groups of a single pecie . Economic 
and class differences language difference - anything 
at all can divide human group into separate cultural 
species. 
An ethnological curiosity in the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
even imitates the sea barrier cau ing peciation which 
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biologists describe. The Magdalen Islands are nine 
little remote places where fishermen live. Twelve thou-
sand of them speak French, one thousand English. Long 
ago they "decided" to separate into two species. They 
do not socialize together and they do not intermarry, in 
spite of their remote situation, all but lost in the middle 
of the ocean, and unvisited and idle during the many 
months of their wild winters. At the beginning of our 
century an inspiration confirmed the old division. The 
English community requested a wholesale swap of 
homes. The other species agreed. A mutual migration 
took place, enabling the English to huddle together on 
the only one of the nine islands not connected to the 
others by a sandbar or bridge. They enacted a biological 
sea barrier. A purely symbolic one, of course, since any 
time the inclination comes, a dinghy could take an 
Anglo-Canadian over to marry a French-Canadian. But 
the inclination does not come. And perhaps they all 
enjoy an unconscious atavistic satisfaction in that bar-
rier, as if Nature had whispered to them one of its oldest 
strategies. 
Since man creates his own species, he can also decide, 
"if the inclination comes," to level the barriers; and 
nothing in nature prevents him from truly turning the 
race into a single species. The liberals and optimists 
make the most of this idea; I instead see the misery and 
bloodshed which they cause by compressing two species 
together prematurely, against their will. As happens 
with charged atoms, they only increase the mutual re-
pulsion by forcing the two factions closer together. My 
own proclivity is to keep the species at a respectable dis-
tance from one another, derive pleasure from their 
differences, rely on distance to keep the p ace, and 
allow, without hurry, their own imperious needs, should 
such needs ever arise, to make of two species a single one. 
Memories of London propelled me on thi longish 
excursion. Did I quit the track completely? Perhaps not. 
I had come pian piano to the theme of beauty and ugli-
ness, and I may have done no more than pur ue it in 
the political phere. For the rest, in pite of my Anglo-
philia, I can allow that London i not the worst place in 
the world to muse on ugliness. Even before Queen Vic-
toria, England had fallen decidedly behind France, for 
in tance. Consider oporific St. Paul's. Con ider th 
agreeable but ha ically ordinary dome tic architectur 
of the eighteenth century. Con ider th London con-
e ived by a h. Place all this next to Pari (Pari b for 
1940)-the re ult are not flattering for England. And 
while all Europe wa gu bing hea enl music in th 
nineteenth century England painfully rai d it lf, at 
long la t to a Deliu an Elgar! Ala . England r main d 
p rhap , a nation for concept henc a nation for ci nc 
and literature, rather than a nation in lo e with th 
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senses. 
But, specifically, I had been jotting down remarks 
about our avant-garde, and was ready to compare it 
with the bohemia of a century ago when that espresso 
in Chelsea overstimulated me. A century ago the rebels 
were all battling for the foam-born goddess. The avant-
garde had sprung to life in conscious defiance of indus-
trial blight. Look anywhere: to the Pre-Raphaelites, to 
the Decadents, to the Symbolists, to the Parnas ians-
glance at Art Nouveau-read Wilde or Rilke-listen to 
Debu sy-readmire the Impressionists-swell with 
Mahler-shimmer with Klimt-what, in sum, does that 
fascinating epoch produce? The final hyperbolical 
blaze of a dying star-the lat feast of Beauty-turned 
by many, admittedly, into a sick orgy, out of a knowl-
edge, perhap , that it was indeed the la t upp r; for 
after them came a he ; a new generation of "experi-
mental" arti t , but this time a nug with ugline s (I 
repeat) as a ergeant or a manufacturer of petro-ch m-
icals. 
Absinthe-Drinking in the Garret 
I could hav unk my root into that fourth quarter 
of the nin te nth century, I might have found a home 
there, though I would not hav chosen the garret, and 
absinthe-drinking, a ite and oc upation. I would hav 
tried then a I do now to fight th holy fi ht from th 
advantageou po ition of warmly furni h d quart r 
(I do not ab olut ly r quire a palac ) knowing that 
beauty wa ev r a hild of luxury. B id I wa alway 
too timid, autiou and appreh n iv to try rat-inf t d 
room , drug odd xual practic orgi , or ev n tay-
ing up late at ni ht. t a r c nt party, I h ard on of 
Tennes ee William ' roni r lat lurid tal of xual 
eccentnc1t1 th two enj d at th court of om homo-
exual Burm or Thai prin (I for t whi h) who 
urround d him lf with fa orit dre d a irl . 
and Buko 
i r way tran mitt d to 
and on i ting of aft r-
merica. 
infirm abiliti for 
ittoaworldofMail r 




Men and women who are truly indifferent to the world's praise remain mute, anonymous, and 
uncreative. Saints who write and publish tracts on humility are not themselves humble. 
himself with poems or elongated thoughts about Man 
and Life. Exaggeration? Of course. One is never per-
fectly honest when writing, yet after you have made 
allowances for a little facetiousness, all too much of what 
I have confessed is true. And true it is that the vapors of 
boredom fill my head as often as do my poetic fancies 
and these fancy thoughts. Even friendship and love, of 
which I choose not to speak, have failed to blow the 
vapors away. Their illuminations have had to contend 
with my slow clouds, sharp against stubborn. . . . 
A moderate public recognition · of my work and a 
modest amount of professional activity deriving from 
it would perhaps have distracted my boredom. But here 
is a ticklish subject-one of our true remaining taboos. 
Neither politician nor artist must mention his hunger 
for applause if he is to survive. Anything one does with 
one's genitals can be reported in print and at the dinner 
table. But vanity is still under lock and key. The critics 
add their silence to the silent chorus. Do not desecrate 
the eidolon of the artist. Picture him always with that 
slightly suffering tightness of the lips and the brow 
wrinkled in dolorous thought. He is a creature driven 
by an inexorable inner necessity-for we have inter-
nalized the possession by a higher power which tribes-
men predicated of their shamans and Plato of poets - a 
creature who may, it is true, wish to regenerate the 
world, but who is profoundly indifferent to it. I confess 
to a preference for the frankness of Homer's characters: 
the heroes fought in order to be remembered by poets, 
and the poets sang in order to be remembered by heroes. 
These healthy Greeks were at home with their demand-
ing selves. 
The Persisting Jostle for Dominance 
The desire for recognition is normal and deeply 
rooted in our animal nature. "Calling attention to one-
self' or "being first in line" are the infant animal's most 
ancient device for getting fed, and getting fed sooner 
and better than its less "talented" siblings. This aggres-
sion by the self and this assertion of the self persi t of 
course, in the animal's adult life as the male at any 
rate, jostle for dominance, that is to say the eminence 
seated upon which one received more better, and 
sooner. 
Our desire for praise is but a human refinement of 
these primordial drives. Why do we perpetuate the 
Christian affront to nature by either reviling it or con-
cealing it? All the great and noble products of man-
kind owe their being to thi hunger for recognition. d-
mittedly, intelligence, talent, and good fortune must 
cooperate, but unaided they cannot give us the pu h 
required. We must want to b adored otherwise we re-
main bystanders and onlooker -connoisseurs or col-
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lectors rather than creators. 
Praise-me-praise-me built the Parthenon 
and peeled electrons shell by shell by shell. 
But who invented praise-me-praise-me? 
Lucifer or Gabriel? 
Grass rhymes selflessly with grass, 
winds , anonymous , mold cumuli. 
Call it fine or call it foul: 
mankind made its bed , and there I lie. 
U nliving nature is out of the game. Plants look for suc-
cess mostly alone yet already begin to push others. Ani-
mals roundly badger or compete with their own kind 
for attention and pre-eminence. Some even do it through 
"works of art" like gorgeous colors, dances, and "imag-
inative" forms. Men carry on, then become ashamed, 
and conclude the game by turning upon the self-in 
works secretly designed to promote it. What is less secret 
is that this shame is ultimately a product of the fear 
which ambition arouses in others. Shaming ambition is 
mediocrity's revenge upon it. 
In my opinion, we can infer a truer modesty from 
candid ambition than from the usual disclaimers. To 
require the world's admiration is as much as to say that 
one's self-esteem does not suffice. How do I decide that 
my work has merit? By dint of daily self-congratula-
tions? Fatuous assurance! In scornful disregard of any-
one else's opinion? There is diabolical pride. I hope that 
those who admire their own works in the face of public 
indifference or derision are happy. I am not so sturdy. 
Whatever I manufacture I must sell, if not today, then 
next year, if not in my lifetime, then after my death, if 
not to the many, then to the best, or if not to the best, 
then to the many. Production, whether of a bicycle or a 
poem, is a social act. A man may produce a model of a 
bicycle the world does not want. He may keep doing it 
in the conviction that his is the only right model. He 
may be incapable of producing another kind. But, if he 
is not a psychological freak, he will never be happy 
standing alone in a heap of his unsold bicycles. 
Men and women who are truly indifferent to the 
world's prai e remain, I repeat, mute anonymous, and 
uncreative. Saints who write and publish tracts on 
humility are not them elves humble, for the truly 
humble would not and could not write and publish 
tract . And what are we to think of certain world-deny-
ing author - ay Mr. amuel Beckett, who play hi 
one and only string with uch an exasperation of dejec-
tion fiddling the everything of nothing hidden from 
the public refusing the obel prize-but all the ame 
deli ering his manuscript to hi pu bli her a Ii ing 
refutation of hi one and onl the i ? The author of 
Eccle ia te did not know that in Engli h ' 11 is anit " 
would b a deliciou and mo t meaningful pun. Cl 
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David G. Truemper 
Catholicism 
By Richard P. McBrien. Minneapolis: 
Winston Press. 1186 pp. $37 .50 (cloth); 
$24.50 (paper). 
Written out of a sense of the tur-
moil in post-Vatican II Catholicism, 
this very large (pair of) volume(s) 
aims to present the past and the 
present of the Roman Catholic 
church in such a way as to chart a 
course for its future, and to orient a 
new generation of Roman Catholics 
to the tradition and its resources for 
the coming times. Hailed as a con-
temporary summa theologica, it has 
been named Outstanding Academic 
Book of 1980-1981 by Choice maga-
zine and has been given the Chris-
topher Book Award as well. Review-
ers have lauded the book as an ecu-
menically significant work. And it 
ha been published by a non-Roman 
Catholic hou e which pecializes in 
Epi copal, Lutheran, and Roman 
Catholic religious education ma-
terials. 
David G. Truemper is Associate Pro-
fessor of Theo log_ at Valparaiso Univer-
sit . He has published frequently in 
The Cre et and other journals. He is 
co-author ( with Frederick A. iedner 
Jr.) of K eping the Faith, which was 
reviewed in these pages last month. 
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A careful reading of Catholicism is a good way for 
Lutherans to enter into ecumenical conversation. 
This review essay is offered as a 
kind of eavesdropping exercise -
from a Lutheran and for the largely 
Lutheran readership of The Cresset. 
Your reviewer ought, then, indicate 
something of his concern and point 
of departure before he can expect 
the reader to join him in a close look 
at this important book. 
The great new fact of the present 
era for the church is the ecumenical 
reality. True, some church bodies 
resist being bothered by the scandal 
of the church's dividedness . But 
most Christians have long since 
come to take a position of opennes 
to conversation with other Chri -
tians, a position that involves them 
in listening as well as speaking with 
representatives of other Christian 
traditions. With that posture go a 
readiness to learn from uch con-
versation. And the usual con e-
quence of such learning ha been a 
renewed appreciation of one's own 
tradition, as well. As a result, studi 
of aspects of one's own tradition are 
often the richer for the ecumenical 
conversation. 
For Lutherans in particular, the 
celebration of the 450th anniver ary 
of the presentation of the Aug burg 
Confession a couple of year a o 
was the occasion for such renew d 
conversation and uch ren wed ap-
preciation of their own tradition. 
That celebration wa anything but 
a chauvinistic flaunting of one' pa t 
triumphs and present xcell nc . 
Decidedly ecumenical in tone, mo t 
of the anniversary celebration t k 
seriously the Aug burg onf ion' 
commitment to Chri tian unit . 
ow, in the wak of tho c 1 bra-
tion , Luth ran ar in a po 1t1 n t 
appropriat the witn u -
burg Conf ion a a docum nt that 
p ak to and for the wh 1 catholi 
church-and to uff r th m 1 
to b poken to from oth r part of 
the whole catholic chur h. 
careful r adin of M Bri n 
Catholicism i a od way t b in -
or con ti nu - that con r ation . 
Plan and Purpose 
The plan of the book is simple, 
though the scope is broad. After an 
introduction which identifies the oc-
casion for the book in Catholicism's 
present crisis, and which includes a 
fifty-page discussion of the relation-
hip between faith, theology, and 
belief, McBrien addresses his topic 
in five parts, titled Human Exi t-
ence, God, Jesus Chri t, the Church, 
and Christian Exi tence- Ethical 
and piritual Dimen ion . A con-
clusion and a number of appen-
dice , a glos ary (rep ated in each 
volume), and indic complet th 
book- more than 1300 page in all. 
A feature of each chapt r (th r ar 
thirty of them) i an xt n iv um-
mary of that chapter' argum nt in 
a ne of numb r d, th i -lik 
tatement . 
reading ar app nd d to ach chap-
ter. Th re ult is a hi hly r adable 
tr m ly a ce ibl pr entation 
of Roman Catholic hri tianity. 
hoic about how to 
a well a hi 
t r ar of cour d t rminativ for 
hap of th b ok. Valuing both 
freedom of inquiry and fre d m f 
d ci i n, h tat hi purp thu : 
M Bri n furni h a du al to 
hi m thod which h d 
pla in 
authoriti 
ont mporary in th 
oth r 
nd it i 
that th 
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Theology is faith interpreted, reflected upon, explained; it is "that process by 
which we bring our knowledge and understanding of God to the level of expression." 
book proceeds more inductively 
than deductively; that is, the point 
of departure is the given of human 
existence and of present Christian 
experience, rather than authorita-
tive texts and magisterial pro-
nouncements. Typically, a chapter 
begins with a consideration ( often 
carefully and critically nuanced) of 
what is really at issue and what ~re 
the dimensions of the question. 
Then, after examining the soon-to-
become-customary range of sources, 
he concludes with a survey of con-
temporary theological opinion-in 
which non-Roman Catholic theo-
logians are occasionally included. 
Faith, Theology, and Belief 
The second chapter, titled "Faith, 
Theology, and Belief," provides 
important clues to the author's mind-
set and intentions. To summarize it 
at some length is to explain some-
thing of McBrien's conception of 
both his subject and his discipline. 
Faith, he writes, is "personal knowl-
edge of God," with emphasis on the 
personal rather than the proposi-
tional or cognitive. Not belief in 
propositions revealed in Bible or 
church, but rather "the way we come 
to the knowledge of God as God," 
faith has as its object not a doctrine 
but, simply, God. 
Theology, then, is faith inter-
preted, reflected upon, explained; it 
is "that process by which we bring 
our knowledge and understanding 
of God to the level of expression." 
In fact, faith cannot be gotten hold of 
in some "pure" state; it exists always 
and only in some theological, i.e., 
reflected-upon, form. For that rea-
son, McBrien exhorts his readers, 
one cannot properly pit faith and 
theology against one another. The-
ology is not the corrupter of faith, 
but its necessary interpreter. 
Such theology is a process, and 
one of its product is "belief," a 
"formulation of the knowledge we 
have of God through faith." Those 
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formulations are to be found in 
Scripture, church doctrine, and li-
turgical expression. In fact, "hun-
dreds of different beliefs vie with 
one another for attention and accept-
ance." Yet the grounds for those be-
liefs vary considerably, and the 
church needs to make decisions 
among them, which in fact it does 
through clergy and councils and the-
ologians. Belief thus follows theol-
ogy, as theology follows faith. 
Theology is not the 
corrupter of faith, but 
its necessary interpreter. 
These preliminary observations 
are then followed by detailed his-
torical examinations of the three 
concepts-in a way that sets the tone 
for all that follows. That is, McBrien 
narrates the tradition's developing 
story. Though the particular teach-
ers and councils examined vary 
from case to case, the pattern is set, 
and with it the key answer to the 
question of the nature of Catholi-
cism, namely, that it is the product 
of reflection on the biblical and tra-
ditional sources of the faith in a liv-
ing community. After all, "The 
whole process of handing on the 
faith ... is called Tradition. The-
ology begins at the point where a 
person begins to reflect on his or 
her faith. Tradition begins at the 
point where such reflections are 
communicated to others." 
McBrien aims, it seems, to be 
stating nothing new or revolution-
ary. His intention after all, is more 
descriptive than creative. Yet there 
is in this chapter a notable clarity, 
a helpful and worthy reminder 
about the interplay of an individ-
ual's faith, the theologian's work, 
and the church's magi terium. Each 
need the others, if there i to be 
"Catholicism ' - indeed if there is to 
be Christianity. 
Noteworthy alread at thi point 
in the book i McBrien ympathy 
for the pre ent cri i in thinking 
about the faith, and his openness to 
serious questioning about it. To be 
sure, the author has some answers-
why write such a book if all one has 
are questions? Yet the questions are 
not captives, chained and meekly 
parading before the sovereign. They 
are real, and they are taken serious-
ly. Theology can raise and face all 
such questions, McBrien assures his 
readers-especially the most ser-
ious and fateful questions. For the 
enemy of faith and piety is not chal-
lenge and question but the false 
confidence that supposes all ques-
tions to have already been asked 
and their proper answers already 
given. In McBrien's tradition that 
mindset is found in the textbook 
theology of pre-Vatican II neo-
scholasticism, where "theology" is 
sometimes seen as a threat to faith, 
and "faith" is seen as meek acc~pt-
ance of the pronouncements of the 
magisterium. Against that view, 
McBrien offers a conception of the 
catholic faith that is open to ques-
tion, open to challenge, open to 
growth and development ( even if it 
does not seem to be particularly 
open to the insights of non-Roman 
Catholic theologians!). How that all 
may take place is then the burden of 
the five major parts of the book. 
Human Existence as Point of Departure 
A review essay uch as this can 
hardly summarize the argument of 
so ma sive a book as Catholicism. 
Neverthele s, since the hape of the 
argument is in some ways non-tra-
ditional, and ince that shape i in-
tructive for our understanding of 
McBrien' conception of the Cath-
olic tradition, we ought at least look 
with ome care at one of the major 
part ; we choose the fir t, "Human 
Exi tence." 
McBrien tart , ith the que tion 
"Who am I?' or Who are we? The 
que tion about human exi tence i 
"the fir t theological que tion. ' He 
write Since all theological que -
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The movement from the Syllabus of Errors to Vatican II represents a great leap 
forward, tying the church more closely and sympathetically to the human situation. 
tions begi,n with us, as the ones who 
raise them in the first place, theol-
ogy cannot afford to take for granted 
the questioner if it really hopes to 
understand both the questions we 
ask and the answers we have been 
fashioning in response." McBrien 
thus deals in three substantial chap-
ters with the human condition in the 
modern world, with the anthropol-
ogies developed in the sciences and 
literature and philosophical and 
religious thought, and with the at-
tempts at a theological anthropol-
ogy (theology of human existence). 
Of course~ the Roman Catholic 
Church's change of mood about the 
modern situation is crucial for 
McBrien's argument. The move-
ment from Pius IX's Syllabus of Errors 
to the Second Vatican Council's Pas-
toral Constitution on the Church in 
the Modern World, Gaudium et 
Spes, is a great leap forward, a change 
of mood which not only enables the-
ologians to make fresh and more 
positive assessments of modernity, 
but also one which sees the church's 
role more closely related to and in-
volved in the humari situation. 
The Pastoral Constitution is sig-
nificant for its view of the church in 
the world rather than over aga£nst the 
world, and for its sensitivity to the 
signs of the times, which it assesses 
as "events of history through which 
God continues to speak to us and 
summon us to respond for the sake 
of the Kingdom." Accordingly, the 
dramatic changes especially in trans-
portation and communication in 
modem times, coupled with educa-
tional progress and growth in ma-
terial goods, can receive a more 
carefully nuanced asse sment from 
theology than that accorded "mod-
erni m" by Pius IX. Yet unmixed 
bles ings they are not for material 
progre ha al o meant a nuclear 
arm race heal th hazard in food 
and drug war and crime· and edu-
cational ad ance have made people 
painfull aware of the gap b tween 
appearance and realit on a wid 
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range of issues such as personal free-
dom, sexual and racial identity, and 
the like. 
Modernization may be seen, sim-
ilarly, as a mixed blessing also for 
religious faith. While religion has 
increasingly been stripped of magi-
cal and superstitious elements, it 
has also seen people abandon reli-
gious faith in favor of rational/ 
scientific explanations. In that set-
ting, we have seen the move for a 
"secular Christianity" in the 1960s, 
as well as a reaction against that in 
the charismatic movement of the 
1970s. McBrien believes, however , 
that those movements have both 
been tempered as "Christian acti-
vists increasingly recognized the 
need for prayer and other tradition-
al spiritual values and practice , 
while chari matics and others ac-
knowledged the abiding importance 
of social justice in the life and mi -
sion of the church." 
McBrien pays attention to the 
sociological debate between tho e 
(e.g., Parsons) who suggest that 
modernization has happened d -
spite the church and tho e (e.g., 
Greeley) who say that it ha hap-
pened because of the church - and 
concludes for Greeley's ide of th 
dispute. In any ca e, McBrien ar-
gues, modernization has meant an 
increased awareness of the necessity 
of dialogue and of the fact of inter-
dependence within the human com-
munity. For that reason the church 
does not need to fear modernization, 
since that process simply confirm 
the church's historic message : "we 
are all brothers and sisters under 
God in Christ and .. . we must love 
one another and work unceasingly 
for the world. " 
The chapter on "Understanding 
of Human Existence" i a note-
worthy example of McBrien 's abil-
ity to urvey a wide range of litera-
ture in a clear and sympathetic 
manner. With major empha i on 
philosophical and th ological an-
thropologies, the chapter urvey a 
pectrum of answ r to the ' Who ar 
w ?" que tion , from Darwin to Ei -
1 y, from Freud to Fromm from 
Eliot to teinbeck, from Kierk -
aard to Whit head, from Tilli h 
and i buhr to T ilhard and Rah-
n r and Guti rrez. In the realm of 
th olo ical vi w of human nature, 
McBri n di c rn two pole : an ex-
i t ntiali t f u on th ubj ct and 
on on ' ne d for If-under tand-
ing on th on hand, and a lib ra-
ti ni t f cu on on ' n d t er · ti-
iz and chan th ocial order on 
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In twentieth-century Catholic thought, the concept of "nature" is assessed more 
positively than it is by Protestants and less mystically than it is by Orthodox. 
the other hand. A third view, trans-
cendental Thomism (represented by 
Rabner and Schillebeeckx and Lon-
ergan), is described as a possible 
bridge between the two poles. Tliat 
view sees the human person as ca-
pable of self-transcendence "in the 
knowledge of God, to whom his or 
her whole life is oriented because 
God is already present in the person 
as the transcendent force or conc:ii-
tion which makes such knowledge 
possible." 
The point of this summary of con-
temporary anthropological options 
is to be found in the relation be-
tween talk about ourselves and talk 
about God. Talk about ourselves is 
based upon, grows out of, talk about 
God. "We cannot accept teachings as 
'truths revealed by God' if they have 
no apparent connection with our 
understanding of ourselves, an un-
derstanding derived from our ex-
perience as human beings." Those 
considerations lead McBrien to one 
of the most exquisitely Catholic 
motifs in his book-the relationship 
between nature and grace. And that 
is the subject of the following chap-
ter, where McBrien makes an at-
tempt at constructing a Catholic the-
ological anthropology in which the 
key motif is an updated ver ion of 
the nature/grace polarity. 
McBrien ob erves that the con-
cept of "nature" has taken on a ome-
what di tinctive connotation in 
twentieth-century Catholic thought, 
where it i as essed more positively 
than by Prote tants and le s mysti-
cally than by Orthodox. Yet this mod-
em Catholic view is consi tent with 
it tradition, which ee grace as 
given not to repair a d f ect in nature 
but a a free gift which op n up a 
new level of e istence, an unmerit d 
level of exi tence, for human being . 
Human creature would "naturall ' 
have been open to fully human 
growth and development quite 
apart from grace· that i uch a view 
i held to be a po ibl hypothe i . 
ccordingl y, nature i not a purel 
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negative concept, not merely the 
traditional opposite to grace. Nei-
ther is it a purely positive concept-
for its fullness is derived from the 
concept of grace, which shows what 
might have been. Rather, nature 
means a radical capacity for grace, a 
grace-ability, we might say. 
As McBrien notes, such a view of 
nature and grace is traditionally in 
contrast to the Protestant view, 
which tends to be radically suspi-
cious of nature. He admits that this 
Catholic position risks the danger 
of becoming an exaggerated view 
which wou1d suppose that a purely 
natural person actually exists, or 
that grace is merely added on to na-
ture. The bogey of dualism lurks 
down that path- and McBrien knows 
to avoid that. At this point, McBrien's 
tour through the tradition curiously 
omits any extensive discussion of 
Reformation views, as well as those 
of the Catholic Reformation. In-
stead, he simply suggests that the 
Catholic tradition works its way be-
tween Pelagianism on the left and 
Protestantism on the right. Lest Lu-
therans howl with the rage of mis-
represented views, McBrien has-
tens to add that historical studies 
have shown the Reformers' views to 
have been "more nuanced" than 
Trent's decrees suppo ed. But he 
doe not explore those nuance . 
Building on Rabner' thought, 
McBrien proceed to interpret na-
ture a human being ' radical capac-
ity for grace. From the other ide, 
grace i then seen a that which pre-
uppo e nature. Yet a human per-
on by on elf "could never go be-
ond the knowl dge of the limited 
and the created.' o grac i n eded. 
nd in fact 'God gi u the radi-
cal capacity to tran c nd th limited 
and th created. u h a vi w elim-
inates the dan er of duali m rule 
out Pelagianism, and d fend a ain t 
the ort of Prot tanti m condemned 
b the Council of Trent. 
t thi point the Lutheran ea e -
dropp r wonder : " hat would 
McBrien, the "open" theologian, 
have to say if he were to take into 
consideration the anthropology of 
the catholic Luther, whose views, 
McBrien admits, were not in fact 
anathematized at Trent? And what 
of the highly nuanced recovery of 
that anthropology, say, in 1577 in 
the Formula of Concord? In that 
view, one recalls, nature is not itself 
sin, though its capacities (possibil-
ities) are corrupted and limited; 
and grace is needed, radically need-
ed, for the realization of the crea-
tor's intentions for the human crea-
ture. Flacius' view, condemned by 
the Formula, sounds like the dual-
ism McBrien rejects on Catholic 
grounds. And McBrien's view of the 
necessity of grace, given the fact of 
original sin, is not markedly dif-
ferent from that of the Formula. 
The point here is not to say how 
"Lutheran" McBrien's view is, but 
how catholic (small "c," please) the 
Lutheran view-assuming naturally 
and gracefully, the catholicity of 
McBrien's view. Have we here an-
other example of what Paul Empie, 
of blessed memory, meant when he 
commented once in an interview 
that the uccess of the American Lu-
theran/Roman Catholic dialogues 
was due to the clearing away of the 
theological underbrush of partial 
and prejudiced view , thu making 
way for the remarkable convergences 
achieved by tho e dialogues? 
McBrien' view ugge t, to this Lu-
theran at least, that the i"ntentions of 
Lutheran and Roman Catholic an-
thropologie ju t ma not be all that 
divergent. More' th pity, then that 
McBrien " ork doe not tak note of 
the catholic iew of the Reformer 
of the ixteenth century. nd given 
McBrien' nticing di cu ion of 
ori inal in and it con equence 
one can onl hop that the official 
dialogue on e the ha concluded 
their pre ent di cu ion on ju tifi-
cation , ill take up th ignificant-
and now clearl prom1 m -1 ue 
of nature in and ac 
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McBrien suggests that Catholicism is an entity distinguished from other versions 
of Christianity not by a single dominant trait but by a configuration of traits. 
Christology 
The section on Christology is per-
haps the most noteworthy example 
of McBrien's broad scholarship, sen-
sitive and nuanced judgment, and 
sympathetic presentation. It is also 
the section in which he pays most 
extensive attention to non-Roman 
Catholic scholarship. He discusses 
Pittenger, Cobb, Bultmann, Tillich, 
Barth, Altizer, Van Buren, Bon-
hoeffer, Robinson, Moltmann, and 
Pannenberg-along with Rahner 
and Schillebeeckx, Kasper, Boff, 
Sobrino, Kueng, and Schoonenberg. 
His presentation of their views is 
fair, sympathetic, careful, and very 
helpful. At the end, however, he 
stops short of anything so venture-
some as the conclusion to part one 
on Human Existence. Here, he set-
tles for a six-element set of criteria 
for judging how closely a given 
Christology is "consistent with the 
broad Catholic tradition." These 
are extremely useful, and, despite 
McBrien's evidently (Roman) Cath-
olic sentiments, eminently catholic 
(i.e., commonly-Christian)-how-
ever much they provoke theologians 
left and right, traditionalist and 
liberationist, Roman and non-Ro-
man alike. He summarizes those 
criteria as follows: 
( 1) Jesus Christ is the specifically Christian 
element in Christianity ; (2) he is the de-
cisive moment in God's self-communica-
tion and of our definitive acceptance of 
God ; (3) the Kingdom of God , at once pres-
ent and future , i at the center of Jesus' 
preaching; ( 4) we make a deci ion for the 
Kingdom when we make our decision for 
Je u Christ. the acrament of God ; and 
our deci ion for Je us i linked . in turn, with 
our decision for the neighbor ; (5) the King-
dom , therefore. has to do with humaniza-
tion , and humanization with lib ration ; 
and (6) Christology and soteriology are 
intimately connected : Je u Chri t-in-him-
elf i Je u Christ-for-us . and vice versa. 
o pro ocati e a et of crit ria 
de erve a que tion or two in r -
pon e. (1) I the language about a 
deci ion for J e u ' an adequat way 
of de cribing the inner' r pon e 
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to the offer/promise of God in 
Christ via the Christian message? 
Would not McBrien's own theology 
of the necessity of grace suggest a 
less "(semi-)Pelagian" label for faith's 
response? To be sure, so long as faith 
is seen primarily as "knowledge of 
God," the language of decision may 
not be so alien. Yet the Lutheran 
catholic reader wonders whether the 
notion of faith as trust in the divine 
promise of grace would not help 
such a view as McBrien's to a more 
fully catholic dimension. (2) Wh n 
McBrien speaks of humanization 
and liberation, would the catholicity 
of such language not be aided by a 
more explicit awareness of the de-
bates over humanization and evan-
gelization that have been carried on 
at least in non-Roman Catholic cir-
cles, in the last half generation or so? 
How necessary is the word about th 
crucified and risen Jesus for the 
liberationist program of humaniza-
tion? (3) Granted that oteriology 
(doctrine of alvation) and Chri -
tology belong together, the que tion 
remains, where shall one start? nd 
how shall the chosen point of d -
parture show itself the catholi way? 
Schillebeeckx, indeed claim it to 
be catholic to begin with oteriolo 
-though hi claims ar und r di -
pute in Catholic circle . 
The Church and Christian Existence 
. H "pr 





Church than as the preeminent 
member of the redeemed community 
itself. As such, she is not so much a 
source of grace and power as she is 
an image, a model, a figure, or a 
type of the Church and of Christian 
existence." 
The move, then, to the final sec-
tion on ethics and spirituality is pre-
pc!-red for by a consideration of Mary 
as the model of the faithful in their 
exi tence in the world. Such a pr -
paratory move make it inevitable 
that the final section would include 
a di cus ion not only of Christian 
moral reflection, but also of Chri -
tian spirituality-and both of th m 
m a decid dly eschatological con-
text. 
What, then, Is Catholicism? 
A concluding chapt r attempt a 
ynth i of th meaning of Cathol-
ici m. Whil xpres ing ome hop 
about the fruitfuln of th Lu-
th ran/Roman Catholi 
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than by an either/or approach. Thus 
the church of Vatican II is a plural-
istic and ecumenical church, "open 
in principle to all truth and every 
value." The elements in that sum-
mary are these: a sense of sacra-
mentality, a principle of mediation, 
a sense of communion or people-
hood, a drive toward rationality 
and critical realism, a respect for 
history and tradition and continu-
ity, a conviction that so radical a 
notion as sin calls for an equally rad-
ical notion of grace, and a high re-
gard for order and authority as ~ell 
as for conscience and freedom. 
The Lutheran reader, apprecia-
tive of McBrien's so helpful por-
trayal of Catholicism, nevertheless 
wonders how open that picture is to 
the witness and doctrinal tradition 
and spirituality and theological de-
velopment of the churches of the 
Augsburg Confession. Is Catholi-
cism's self-understanding, even in 
so open a view as McBrien's, still 
more Roman than catholic? 
Lutherans, too, confess that cath-
olicity of the church. No sectar-
ians, their fundamental confession 
(Augsburg, 1530) wa an attempt to 
state the catholic faith o as to pre-
serve the unity of the western catho-
lic church while correcting certain 
medieval abuses. Accordingly, Lu-
therans have a special confessional 
commitment "not [to] omit doing 
anything, in o far a God and con-
science allow, that may erve the 
cause of Christian unity" (Augsburg 
Confession Preface, 13 ). This re-
viewer ugge t that a careful read-
ing of Catholicism will be a helpful 
part of that confessional commit-
ment. nd he risks the further ug-
ge tion that Roman Catholics will 
similarly be aided by reading 
McBrien's fine tudy, and by doing 
o with a view toward conversation 
with other Chri tian who imilarly 
valu the church catholicity-along 
with its onen its holine and it 
apo tolicity. 
For tho e who would carry on the 
conver ation Roman Catholic and 
Lutherans (and other , too) McBri n 
ha provided a marv lou re ource 
in Catholicism. ~= 
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Chicago Sunset: A Rite of Passage 
"To enter the beyond one must acquire the 
condition of 'spir£t. '" - Mircea Elia de 
I. Leaving State Street 
In the distance last only two strata of blue, 
one an Imari bowl; the other, an Egyptian water-flask. 
Closer in, at the sea wall, a young Jewish boy 
sounds the ram's horn, and original fire descends. 
II. Arriving at Hyde Park 
Angry tonight, red in the face, standing 
as a tribal mother-behind her son in ritual circle-
this high hawker crouches over unbroken waters 
and tosses her last orange into the street. 
Then turns her back on all labor, and rests. 
My Burrito Dream 
I. White Flour 
Is of being 
a large bleached pillow 
II. Red Pepper 
And of eating 
breakfast strawberries 
painted by Renoir 
Or of drinking cranberrie 
afloat in mineral water 
Of caution light 
fla hing: Egregiou 
III. White Flour & Red Pepper 
I of lavendar petal 
off a J a pane e magnolia 
falling on cue 
from E e aero the tabl 
from dam 
Travis Du Priest 
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Artists of Twilight 
George Winter and Joseph Cornell 
Context is everything; and when two different objects 
are juxtaposed we tend to scrutinize each of them more 
intently than usual, hoping to discover the secret har-
mony between such alien neighbors. Or so I was re-
minded by a conjunction of two art exhibits at Valpa-
raiso University last fall. A few works by Joseph Cornell , 
a major figure in modern art, were displayed in the 
Union some fifty feet away from watercolors by George 
Winter, an obscure Hoosier artist. The freakish prox-
imity of works so thoroughly dissimilar in style and 
subject was like a riddle demanding to be solved. 
George Winter (1809-76) was an Englishman who 
eventually settled in Lafayette, where he enjoyed a 
moderate success by advertising his humdrum works as 
"elydoric" paintings and "dissolving views."1 In 1852 
he hit upon the scheme of raffling off his paintings to 
the purchasers of lottery tickets. Who were the lucky 
winners of prizes like "Cherry Ripe," "The Parting 
Rays," and "The Sons of Reubens"? Judging from the 
oils shown at Moellering Library, it is clear why Winter 
decided to appeal to the gambling instincts of his clien-
tele. Banal subjects, timid coloring, uncertain drafts-
manship, cracked surfaces from hasty application or 
poorly prepared canvas: these are signs of a small talent 
working under difficult conditions. 
The summer of 1837 didn't fit into this pattern. Leav-
ing his studio in Logan port George Winter accom-
panied two Indian Agents on their way to a nearby 
Potawatomi camp. The occasion was a parley between 
the government and the Indians, who e forced emigra-
tion wa imminent. Winter b an to do k tche and 
watercolors on the pot. By 1839, when hi contact with 
the Potawatomi and Miami tribe ended, he had pro-
1 full account of the arti t's career can be found in Th e Journals and 
Indian Painting of George Winter (Indianapolis: Indiana Historical 
ociety. 1948 ). 
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duced more than a hundred portrait and scenes of 
Indian life. Technically flawed on account of their poor 
modeling and crude or non-existent per pective, the 
works are tremendously interesting nonethele . 
Thi oddity is explained by the contrast betw en the 
open-air works and those done in th tudio. Two 
photographs reproduced what eemed to me Winter' 
most skillful paintings, both titled "Potawatomi Indian 
of the Wabash." These are multiple portrait , head and 
half-lengths fanned out across the canva in pleasing 
symmetry. F ature are highly individualized. tern 
and nobl untenance e m to gaze right through u . 
These ruddy fac s off et with bright ornament and 
colorful turban , po e both dignity and v rv . I-
though Winter did not romanticize the portrait , hi 
sympath tic imagination ndow d the tudio paint-
ings with h roic vi or. In the lif tudi , on the con-
trary, an alien and rath r more my t riou r ality mani-
fe t it If prior to th ti r vi ion. 
Con ider th portrait of o-Taw-Kah. H w ar a 




George Winter, a friendly, curious, and unprejudiced artist, was sometimes made uneasy by Indian 
models who seemed suspended uncertainly in dress and manner between two alien cultures. 
Taw-Kah's dilemma. Captain Brouillette, half French 
and half Miami, combines the elegance of two conti-
nents. Leaning pensively against a tree stump, in a pose 
which inevitably recalls the soulful portraits of French 
George Winter, D-Mouche-Kee-Kee-Awh, 1837 
Romantics like Chateaubriand and Lamartine, the Cap-
tain is splendidly dressed: red turban, heavy earbobs, a 
white chesterfield with sky-blue lining, a pleated dress 
shirt tucked into a green silk waistcoat, pink trousers 
with rainbow flounces at the outer seams. Whenever the 
quest for sartorial distinction reaches such extremes, it 
conveys an anti-social attitude. Winter himself-friend-
ly, curious, unprejudiced-was sometimes made uneasy 
by the many Indians "so gaily and fantastically dressed." 
His remarks on the portrait of Kaw-Kaw-Kay indicate 
his preferences: "No Indian so much impressed me as 
he did, being more the embodiment of the Indian that I 
had read of and, too seen through imagination. Hi 
costume was free from tawdry pretensions." 
Apart from a few exceptions like Kaw-Kaw-Kay, the 
men of the Potawafomi and Miami tribes were a dis-
appointment. How could these decadent survivor , 
these patchwork kings of an endangered ocial species, 
live up to the reputation which the artist' imagination 
had prepared in advance? The women, perhaps owing 
to their lesser contact with the white man, seemed to 
preserve an authentic grandeur. D-Mouche-Kee-Kee-
Awh could pass for the Potawatomi Mona Li a. Her ex-
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pression reminds us, as Winter noted, that she "was not 
insensible of her attractive charms." Certainly an enor-
mous bride-price is indicated by her many-tiered ear-
bobs, thick ropes of beads, and the network of silver 
discs overlaying her shawl. For sheer beauty, however, 
nothing matches the portrait of Quehmee. Her costume 
is plain and her jewelry consists only of rings on her 
right-hand fingers; but what arrests the onlooker is the 
intelligent sensitivity of her glance. The portrait is un-
finished, unlike all the rest, and Winter does not refer 
to it in his notes. I wish we knew more about Quehmee; 
but I can only suppose that Winter, unlike Keats, could 
not go on avidly contemplating "beauty that must die." 
Joseph Cornell (1903-72) conformed with uncanny 
exactitude to Baudelaire's definition of artistic genius 
as "childhood recaptured at will, childhood presently 
endowed, in order to express itself, with manly organs 
and the analytical mind which permits it to arrange the 
sum of materials which it has unwittingly amassed."2 
Cornell's works do indeed resemble a child's treasure-
trove which some nostalgic parent has scrupulously 
preserved. In fact, despite the neatly made boxes which 
encase Cornell's assemblages, it is very difficult to main-
tain one's adult perspective in front of these curious 
works. Whether we invoke the authority of St. Paul or 
Sigmund Freud, the laying aside of childish things is a 
necessary step toward maturity. And so the adult must 
at some level recognize that the talismans of infancy-
marbles, postage stamps from Macao, corks, springs, 
doll fragments, bits of bark, gull feathers-are simply 
junk; but Cornell, whose constructions employ such 
elements, is a challenge to disenchanted wisdom. 
Although the University's exhibit was of very modest 
size, it easily managed to intrigue the crowd on opening 
night last November. Sophisticated talk was at a mini-
mum; people munched the cookies which had been so 
appropriately provided and all but pressed their noses 
against the glass display cases. There was no denying the 
contagious magic of Cornell's art. One of the three boxes 
(generously loaned by Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Bergman) 
consisted entirely of small wooden beads, bluish and 
faded set ingly in a lattice of pigeonholes. "Are those 
from a toy or a crib?" asked one crutinizer. "Sort of re-
minds you of when you were a kid," ob erved another 
critic. 
rather more complicated box from Cornell ' "Trade 
ind series, provoked similar re pon e . t the back 
of this box (approximately four inches deep} wa an old 
map of the world with pre ailing wind indicated in a 
foreign language. In front of the map, a be t I recollect 
2 From "Le Peintre de la ie moderne" ( 1861 ) in Baudelai re. Oeu res 
complete (Paris : Gallimard, 1961 ). 
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Joseph Cornell's repertoire of elements was vast, like an unabridged dictionary or a palette loaded 
with colors; even in the most enigmatic works we can experience the simple pleasure of recognition. 
was a narrow strip of sand on which tiny pennants were 
planted. The sand was flanked on one side by a small 
wine glass containing a marble, on the other side by a 
broken toy which seemed to be doing duty as a wind 
indicator. At the bottom of all this was a half-opened 
shallow drawer holding sand, bits of shell and starfish, 
a spring which may have belonged once to a barometer. 
My intention to make notes on this construction and 
what was being said about it was, I confess, totally swept 
away by an olfactory hallucination: at some indefinable 
point I stopped seeing an artwork and started breathing 
the chill brine odor of Cape Cod in March. 
Yes, a peculiar response to an already peculiar work; 
and matters were further complicated by the fact that 
my sea-breeze illusion led directly to painful memories. 
I found it impossible to detect the dividing line between 
Cornell's message and my own reply, but that in itself 
is a clue to the secret of Cornell's appeal. Great art is 
traditionally acclaimed to be universal or, as Kant put 
it, the judgments of esthetic taste are disinterested and 
general. Contrarily, a work like "Trade Winds" seems 
to evoke responses which are too subjective, too par-
ticular and too private, and thus inadmissible to the 
usual discourse about art. Does this mean that Cornell 
was an obscurantist, a crank, a perpetrator of surrealist 
mystifications? The conclusion is inevitable, because 
sooner or later we will encounter a box or collage in 
which every detail is mute and meaningless. Fortunately 
(or, if you happen to be an art historian, unfortunately), 
there is little chance that we will agree concerning 
which box performs this zero-function. Joseph Cornell's 
repertoire of elements was vast, like an unabridged 
dictionary or a palette loaded with colors, and even in 
the most enigmatic works we can experience the simple 
pleasure of recognition: you will recognize that the girl 
in the box is Bronzino's portrait of Cosimo de' Medici's 
daughter; I will recognize that the lettered cubes are 
alphabet blocks from the 1950s. 
These little insights will keep us happy as long as we 
refrain from inquiring too closely into the question of 
how the element are related. The niver ity how wa 
small enough to keep the spectator focused on Cornell' 
whimsicality and inspired infantilism. But a larger ex-
hibition, like the one recently held at the Art In titute 
of Chicago, establishe pattern which are ometim 
disturbing in their implication . Dozen of boxe had 
b en thoughtfully arranged so a to indicat the pha e 
of Cornell' career each pha e marked by a parti ular 
motif-owls clay pipe , Medici childr n, wat h 
movie tar , and o on. But amid t all th wonderfully 
exuberant pla there were a f w ini ter not . 
One e ample mu t uffice: a bo ri g d out lik a 
tage a choru lin compo ed of mall pla ti lob t r 
aring lace apron th ma k of com d and tra d 
Ma , 1982 
Jo eph ornell, ntitled (Medici Princess) l 52 
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Laboring in a cultural twilight, Winter and 
Cornell both treated their subjects with resolve. 
sinuation that ballerinas arouse appetites which are 
au fond cannibalistic rather than amorous. And then 
one begins to notice just how many women, birds, and 
children Cornell has encased, and how-despite the 
ingenious permutations of these fundamental images-
their most common property is confinement to a box. 
"I could live in a nutshell and count myself a king of 
infinite space," said Hamlet, "were it not that I have 
bad dreams." Cornell is indeed the archaeologist of 
childhood; because he reminds 1-!S that the objects of 
infantile delight are sometimes the targets of childish 
despotism and cruelty. Bad dreams produce broken 
toys as well as great art. 
George Winter constructed no boxes and Joseph 
Cornell sketched no Indians. Similarities of subject or 
style seem nonexistent; yet Winter tried to capture a 
vanishing reality and Cornell tried to make a vanished 
reality appear in a new guise. Something like moral 
courage is indicated by Winter's refusal to mythologize 
the Indians and by Cornell's determination to force his 
art beyond nostalgia or cuteness and make his bric-a-
brac speak the language of anger, melancholy, and 
forlorn hope. Laboring in a cultural twilight, they both 
approached their subjects with a certain resolve: seize 




Of the Ordination 
Of Women 
The Cresset was pleased to publish the po ition 
papers of Theodore J ungk untz and Walter E. Keller 
on "The Question of the Ordination of Women '' in 
its regular pag ·. 
In response to reader intere t, the Cresset is further 
pleased to announce that reprints of both position 
papers in one eight-page folio are now available for 
congregational and pastoral onference tudy. 
Please accompany reprint order with a check 
payable to the Cresset and mail to: 
The Cresset 
Valparaiso University 
Valparaiso, Indiana 46383 
Single Copy, 25C 
10 Copies for 20C Each 
100 Cop;.s for 15C Each 
Joseph Cornell: Window Boxes 
In the prose of daylight, sans serif, 
There is little about him that is clear-
Except perhaps mere eccentricity: 
"Went to Andover. No art instruction. Natural talent. 
Montages. Shadow boxes. Surrealistic scenarios. 
Situs- Utopia Parkway, the Cosmos." 
Yet somewhere by the dawn's expeditionary light, 
He haunts the city's cluttered backstore emperies, 
There gathering relics of his Ilium 
And filling the carapace of soul 
With trivia radical as bones. 
He is terrible with time. 
The show bill is the show- a paper grief and joy. 
Here the balletomane, 
Infatuate with dancer and the dance, 
Gathers crinoline 
In the box of dim cadenzas 
Of deathless music. 
And birds. 
In the shadow of his hand 
Their nests 
Gather from all wind 
And hang again in the tree of Cathay 
Where nightingales 
Sing toothaches blue. 
And the ceremonies of stars 
Are forever new. 
A small and anxious carpentry 
Suffers these frames these peepholes of the heart. 
They are, after all, 
Minute idolatries of innocence. 
In hi own gardens, they say, 
The fir t pla ter birds 
Warbled naked in white tin bath 
nd ang, for all who stopped to ee and hear 




Joseph Cornell's Films 
Aspire to Lyric Poetry 
Richard Maxwell 
A Hollywood film narrative must 
have stars with whom we can iden-
tify. These stars must survive at 
least until the concluding scenes: 
kill off Janet Leigh prematurely, as 
Hitchcock so famously did in Psycho, 
and you have disoriented your 
audience. There are other, related 
rules. Some people in film stories 
are more important than others. 
From the stars on down to the ex-
tras there is a delicate set of grada-
tions controlling how much time 
and what sort of attention each ac-
tor/character gets. Disrupt these 
gradations, as Robert Altman did 
throughout the 1970s or as Jean 
Renoir did in his best American 
film, The Southerner, and again the 
audience is confu ed. Why should it 
not be? Character, theme, and pac-
ing are controlled by the conven-
tion of Hollywood o con i tently 
that the control, the convention , 
b come invi ible. Like children at 
b dtime w in i t that th tory b 
told just so. 
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Cornell's experimental films violate all the basic 
conventions concerning narrative and character. 
T h is conservatism is in many ways 
an advantage. If there is no rule 
about stars being principal charac-
ters throughout, then Janet Leigh's 
death in the shower does not shock 
u s as it is su pposed to. Hitchcock's 
p erverse combination of avant-
garde experimentation and com-
m ercialized suspense makes his 
work memorable. Nonetheless, the 
very power of the Hollywood con-
ventions has often worked to our 
d isadvantage. To take a key exam-
p le, the idea of non-narrative cin-
em a goes right past people. A film 
has to tell a story; if it doesn't , it i 
either filler or a put-on. Experi-
m ental film in America remains at 
th e periphery as no other modern 
art has-not even modern music. 
People know who Arnold Schoen-
berg is, even if they don't want to 
listen to him. Ever heard of tan 
Brakhage? Maya Deren? Jo eph 
Cornell? 
Cornell is the mo t famou of 
these three. In recent year many 
people have admired hi box , 
enigmatic shadow-theater con tru -
tions like nothing else ( de pite th ir 
affin ities with surreali m ). It i fairl 
easy to accept a Cornell b x, no 
matter how extraordinary, b cau 
there i nothing to mea ur it 
against. Hi film ar anoth r mat-
ter. Their di tortion of narrati 
not only more radical than Hit h-
cock's ( ay), it em to b happ n-
ing in a different ognitiv univ r . 
Cornell do not o much manipu-
late Hollywood onv nti n a di -
olve th m.1 
H loved old movi : what h did 
to on of them i 
the early Thirti 
had rel a ed a m 
. In 
quired a print and cut it up into tiny 
little pieces. Some of them he put 
back together. The resulting work 
is called Rose Hobart, after East of 
Borneo~ leading lady. 
Rose Hobart features brief frag-
ments of a story, of what were once 
causally connected events. We wit-
ne s a torchlight assembly of natives 
a fight between explorers and alli-
gators, an erupting volcano, a pi tol 
hot. Th se bits and pieces drift 
through the film like memorie out 
of place. Released from narrativ , 
they nonetheless generate su p n 
-only this uspen e can hav no 
re olution, cannot even move in th 
direction of re olution. The re ult i 
an atmospher both comic and ini -
ter. It i a though we wer at a din-
n r party where the ru·le of eti-
qu tt w r u pend d and oth r , 
but un p cified and un-
ubstituted. How do 
him and 
r hip t 
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Each of Cornell's brief films shows just how hard it is to keep on looking 
at something, especially at an image without overt narrative significance. 
a point beyond narrative. The star's 
stardom had seemed to be impli-
cated with story. It was either a way 
of carrying the tale forward or could 
only be expressed through it. Rose 
Hobart creates a moment when this 
wonderfully potent system self-
destructs. Cornell fractures Holly-
wood to glorify it-or is it the other 
way around? In love with Rose he 
abducts her from east of Bom·eo. 
One can hardly imagine him going 
any further in this direction. Per-
haps he couldn't either. He never 
again made a film like Rose Hobart, 
a point to which I shall return. 
To those who love Rose Hobart, 
Cornell's later films often seem a bit 
tame. I do not think that they are. 
Rose is a heroine who becomes an 
image. Once this transformation is 
accomplished, Cornell finds that he 
can reverse it. Especially in the 
lyric-elegiac shorts of the Fifties, the 
cinematic image becomes a protag-
onist. We can see what this trans-
formation signifies by looking at two 
of the best among these works, Cen-
turies of June (a collaboration with 
Stan Brakhage) and A Legend for 
Fountains (a collaboration with Rudy 
Burckhardt). 
Centuries of June was named ( ex 
post facto) after an Emily Dickinson 
poem: "There is a Zone whose even 
Years/No Solstice Interrupt-." Cor-
nell embodies his search for this 
ti~eless realm in shots of an old 
house about to be destroyed. We 
see workmen digging, children 
trooping past after school, trees and 
in ects stirring. These multifarious 
activities revolve about the half-
hidden center of the house, on which 
the film focuses. Cornell and Brak-
hage investigate the magnificent 
tower the grand Victorian porche 
and windows, the sen e of lonely but 
absolute identity amidst so much 
fleeting action. Centuries of June i 
elegiac in its con ciousne of lo s. 
All photographic images are to some 
extent traces of an irrecoverable 
past. For Cornell this is not just a 
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technical condition of photography 
but a theme inextricably associated 
with it. The trace becomes a memor-
ial, based on nothing more palpable 
nor less severe than the camera's 
automatic gaze. To view Centun·es 
of June is to participate in a kind of 
resurrection, whereby the house 
lives again in the "even Years" of 
the mind. 
In Centuries of June, 
Cornell embodies his 
search for a timeless 
realm in shots of an old 
house nearing destruction. 
A Legend for Fountains dwells on 
similar themes to a somewhat differ-
ent end. Among the many versions 
of Legend the ones I know are Mul-
berry Street and What Mozart Saw on 
Mulberry Street (both titles referring 
to the street in New York City's Little 
Italy where the footage was shot).2 
Naturally enough, the subject of the 
film(s) is street life, as observed by 
the camera and as if observed by a 
bust of Mozart in a shop window. 
Like Centuries of June, this movie is 
an elegy, only here the scene cele-
brated is so evanescent as to dis-
appear in a moment of enactment. 
Children stumble, crawl, and jump 
all over the idewalk getting in 
everybody's way. A cat prowls along 
the pavement. Mothers dash out of 
doorways. The impre sion-given 
more powerfully here in a few min-
utes than in many very elaborate 
cinematic narratives- is of com-
munity life urviving gracefully 
among th distractions of the me-
tropolis. This should be a world of 
fragments (like the re-edited East of 
Borneo?). Instead, the bits and pieces 
of treet life cohere.3 
Perhap an extended technical 
analy is could show omething of 
2 itney , p. 88 , et out thi very complicated 
tale. The footage from Little Italy , it turn 
out. has b en edited at lea t fi e different 
way -by Corn II . Larry Jordan , and Rudy 
Burckhardt. 
how Cornell and his collaborators 
transformed this mundane material: 
how a house, a bust, indeed an entire 
street came to star in a movie. It is 
not my ambition to provide such an 
analysis. What interests me most 
about Cornell's filmmaking is its 
ability to follow through, to develop 
from one point to another without 
losing force or conviction. Rose Ho-
bart proposes the initial paradox of 
stardom without narrative-when 
stardom has been, so consistently, a 
narrative device. Centuries of June 
and A Legend for Fountains take this 
transformation further. These 
movies express an overwhelming 
desire to see. None of Cornell's 
movies go on for more than fifteen 
or twenty minutes. Each of them 
shows just how hard it is to keep on 
looking at something, especially at 
an image without overt narrative 
significance. To recur to the coun-
ter-example of Hitchcock one last 
time: movies like Notorious or North 
by Northwest trick us into looking at 
places, people, and objects covertly, 
almost paranoiacally. That crop-
duster is dusting where there aren't 
any crops: I wonder why? Rose Ho-
bart is a mechanism for dispelling 
the fascinations of plot. This victory 
accomplished, Cornell can feel his 
way back into everyday life, now 
regarded a a mystery in its own 
right. As against the grand novelis-
tic narratives of traditional Holly-
wood cinema, he recreates the film 
as lyric poem.4 Cl 
3Thi coherence i partly a matter of sound-
track . Like the other two Cornell films dis-
cu ed here, A Legend for Fountains i silent , 
in the traditional ense that the image are 
to be accompanied by mu ic (here atie). If 
A Legend for Fountains i a documentary , it 
is a documentary of a very peculiar kind . 
4 In fall of 1981 , with the help of Joseph 
Cornell' sister Betty Benton, alparaiso 
niversity pon ored a bowing of five Cor-
nell film . Thi hm ing was attended b 
about one hundred people , few of whom 
anticipated what they were to ee and almost 
all of whom tayed to the end. My thanks 
both to Bett_ B nton and to that inqui itive 
audience. 
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The Supernatural and 
Southern Beer Bread 
Review Essay 
Jill Baumgaertner 
Tales of the Sacred 
And the Supernatural 
By Mircea Eliade. Philadelphia: West-
minster Press. 108 pp. $7.95 (paper). 
Cakewalk 
By Lee Smith. New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons. 256 pp. $12.95. 
The invisible world is made vis-
ible in Mircea Eliade's Tales of the 
Sacred and the Supernatural. Realities 
impinge and collide. Characters en-
counter the sacred, always present 
and often ignored, and either melt 
or are wrenched into transformation. 
In "With the Gypsy Girls" a piano 
teacher smashes into the supernat-
ural on a very hot summer after-
noon. Remembering that he has 
forgotten his portfolio, Gavrilescu 
di embarks the treetcar on which 
he has spent three days a week on 
his ever circuitous piano-teaching 
rounds, and wait for another street-
Jill Baumgaertner serves both as Po-
etry Editor and as regular reviewer of 
fiction for The Cre set. She teaches 
English at Wheaton College and has 
published articles in Christianity and 
Literature Hispan6fila and Review 
of Engli h tudie . 
May 1982 
In Mircea Eliade's Ta/es of the Sacred and the 
Supernatural, the invisible world is made visible. 
car to carry him to the site of his 
previous lesson. Instead, the pur-
poselessness, the mediocrity, the 
deadly, cyclical repetition of his 
life are challenged by a stumble into 
the u nexpected. He spends much of 
th e next few hours ( or years as it 
turns out) trying to remember other 
incidents he has forgotten, attempt-
ing to capture that past ghost of his 
present self, a ghost which has inex-
tricable ties to his early love, Hilde-
gard. 
Is it an accident that he waits for 
the streetcar in front of the scanda-
lous house of the gypsy girls, a house 
he has passed several times a week 
for as long as he can remember, a 
house which has aroused his curios-
ity, but one he has never stopped to 
look at more closely? He waves quite 
intentionally, it seem , at two treet-
cars as they pass him by on his walk 
to the gates of this house where he is 
ushered through a garden and into 
a cottage which is timeless and diz-
zying in its indefinitely walled in-
teriors. He spends the afternoon 
with three girls, playing childi h 
games as they tease and chase him. 
Finally, in an hallucinogenic maze, 
he loses his clothes, his en e of di-
rection, and his existence in the 
present. 
When he re-enters the world, he 
discovers that twelve year hav 
passed, his wife and home are lo t 
and his place in the real world no 
longer exists. He retreat one again 
to the house of the gypsy girl and 
the only ecurity and identity h 
now has, which i the urene of 
dream. 
Eliade writes in hi for word that 
"that which characterize u as hu-
man and defines u vi -a-vi oth r 
orders of nature and God i th in-
stinct for tran cendence, the craving 
to be freed from one lf and to pa 
over into the oth r .. .. ' Dr am h 
call the " afety alv of thi thirst 
for tran cend nc . " avril cu 4 
forgetful, tr etcar bound man 
routine and chedul i introdu d 
to and conquered by the extraor-
dinary freedom of boundless space 
and time, where memories and 
dreams are the only realities. 
The title of "Les Trois Gr~ces," 
the other story in this volume, re-
fers to Aurelian Tataru's last words 
after a fatal fall. This phrase, which 
the dying man deposits on his 
friends, provides more than just an 
enigmatic background. Through an 
attempt to decipher the meaning of 
the phrase, the characters reveal the 
cyclical and often repetitive nature 
of experience. Here is Mircea Eliade 
rendering artistically an imagistic 
exploration of one of his favorite 
philosophical subjects: myth. "Les 
Trois Gr~ces," Zalomit rememb r , 
was a trio of dream houses that he 
had come upon one day in the 
woods. "I di covered them first," 
began Zalomit, "but on the follow-
ing Sunday I brought the other 
along to admire them too. Les Trois 
Gr~es. Indeed, no other name uited 
th m. Because, although there were 
three of them, they con tituted a 
unity, if you understand what I 
mean." 
Eliade believes that our 
humanity resides in our 
instinct for transcendence 
and our craving to be 
freed from ourselves. 
"L Troi Gr~c s," Hagi Pav 1 
r m mb r , were three worn n 
fri nd th m n had bar d durin 
th ir tud nt day in Vi nna. Or 
p rhap , Pav 1 u t , Tataru wa 
actually r f rrin to th thre m n 
th m lv r united aft r o many 
y ar. Th n again he r memb .r 
ldou Huxl y' book wa al o en-
titl d Two or Three Graces. 
Inth 
th cau 
on chara t r xplain 
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Lee Smith's collection of stories, Cakewalk, is far removed from the world of 
the supernatural: it concerns life and revelation in small Southern communities. 
ly believed that cancer is a "tend-
ency of creation suddenly become 
amnesiacal ... , one which 'creates' 
unconsciously and haphazardly, 
without aim, without plan, without 
structure." Tataru had developed a 
serum which would "produce the 
awakening of the teleological in-
stinct present in every microorgan-
ism." In other words, the force which 
made cells "create" death in the 
form of cancerous growths was re-
channelled by Tataru to force cells 
to "create" life, or rejuvenate. 
Further research uncovers that 
"Les Trois Gr~ces" were actually 
three women on whom Tataru had 
experimented with his new serum 
before he had been forced to quit. 
His dismissal and subsequent reap-
pointment as chief of staff at another 
hospital had been provoked by com-
ments he had made indicating a 
tendency to "religious obscuran-
tism." He had, in short, concluded 
that "in Paradise, Adam and Eve 
were periodically regenerated-
that is, rejuvenated- by means of 
neoplasm; that only after the intru-
sion of original sin did the human 
body lose the secret of periodic re-
generation and therefore of youth 
without old age; while from then on, 
from time to time ... , the body tries 
to repeat the process, and the blind 
prolif era ti on of neoplasm produces 
a malignant tumor." God's punish-
ment for the Fall was amnesia. The 
body simply forgot how to rejuve-
nate itself. In ensuing Biblical hi -
tory, then, even the Tower of Babel 
became a cancerous metaphor. 
"Thousands of men had become ... 
a chaotic agitation, without purpose, 
like a gigantic, monstrous prolifera-
tion of cell . " 
Dr. Tataru's ideas themselve take 
on a monstrous quality when he ob-
serves what he has actually done to 
at least one of "Les Trois Gr~ce ." 
A woman of 70, she is cursed with a 
reversed yet ripened beauty. Dr. 
Ta'taru's half-completed treatment 
of her has created a beautiful but 
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nymphomaniacal woman six months 
of the year, an Elia di an version of 
Persephone. 
She confesses to Zalomit that the 
day Dr. Ta'taru had suffered his fatal 
fall, she had been involved in a liai-
son with one of her frequent lovers 
in the woods nearby. Ta'taru and she 
had met accidentally in the woods 
and he had recognized her imme-
diately. The shock of seeing her with-
out clothes and with the body of a 
young woman forced a cruel surge 
of guilt upon Titaru, who finally 
realized what he had created with 
his cancer cure. He blanched and 
toppled off the incline. Suicide or 
accident? A fall or a Fall? 
Truth hammers away at us, Eliade 
suggests. It is on all sides and in 
every combination, but only occa-
sionally do we see the interconnect-
edness of experience, the mythic 
nature of our dreams, our love, our 
art, our science. Sometimes, when 
we realize it fully, it can even kill us. 
Eliade has insisted that his stories 
cannot be easily summarized. So 
much of the magic of his art lies in 
the reader's gradual, at first some-
what tentative, uncovering of Eliade's 
More's the Pity 
metaphors. The metaphor for Eliade 
becomes the one informing presence 
in his stories. The metaphor in most 
poetic language tells a lie to get at 
the truth. Eliade's mythic conceits 
seem to tell only the truth. 
Cakewalk, a collection of stories by 
Lee Smith, could not be more dif-
ferent from Eliade's book. In fact, 
including the two of them in the 
same review is a bit like plunking a 
dollop of chocolate ice cream on top 
of oysters Rockefeller. So perhaps 
Lee Smith's book ought to be con-
sidered a genre-or course - apart 
from Eliade's, even though both are 
short story collections. 
Cakewalk is about life and revela-
tion in small Southern communities. 
This is a world of recipes for beer 
bread and Will A. Okun's Sausage-
Corn Combo, plastic glasses im-
printed with "Hiya from the Hur-
ricane Room," dusty-pink nail pol-
ish, Queen Elizabeth roses, spectator 
shoes, china painting lessons, crape 
myrtle, Bougainvillea, and Mrs. 
Darcy who sees Christ on the beach. 
Flossie, to her sister's dismay, 
makes cakes shaped as fire engines, 
He was a philanderer in sheep's clothing: 
o poem was safe with him, 
Especially in the dark 
Of hi mind 
Once he had been seen consorting 
With the newest critical theorie . 
Fault hi environment 
If you like; 
Everywhere he went, 
Everywhere he looked, 
He aw poem. 
Could he b blamed if he wa tempt d? 
After all 
Their dr s left little 
To the imagination. 
nd uch form - ou wouldn t belie e ! 
Joe Mcclatchey 
The Cresset 
Smith plays the surface, 
but does it very well. 
Christmas trees, Olympic pools 
(with twelve lap lanes), nine-hole 
golf courses, typewriters, and au-
tumn leaves. Georgia Rose possesses 
the terrifying gift of prescience and 
drops her true love Jesse who is soon 
killed in an accident at Camp Le-
jeune. Mrs. Joline B. Newhouse 
writes the local social column, ex-
plaining, "my column would not be 
but a paragraph if the news was all I 
told. But it isn't." Her prim style 
belies the agony and passions of her 
own life and the lives she translates 
into proper news. Her own husband 
has had an affair of many years du-
ration with his half sister who com-
mits suicide. Mrs. Newhouse herself 
has gone to the woods three times 
with the visiting evangelist from 
Louisville. The silent whirl of death 
and sex surrounds her and she sits 
on the front porch swing, waiting 
for her husband to return. Her final 
words provide an appropriate intro-
duction for the entire collectio!l of 
stories. 
ow where will it all end? I ask you. All 
this pain and loving. mystery and loss . And 
it just goes on and on. from Glenn' mother 
taking up with dark-skinned gypsies lo my 
own daddy and his po tcard to that illy 
Lavonne and her cup of coffee to Margie 
with her head in the oven, to John Marcel 
Wilke and myself, God help me. and all 
of it so long ago out in tho e holy wood . 
Where Eliade plays an intellectual 
ymphony in his fine fictionaliza-
tions of philo ophical idea , Lee 
mith down-horn blatancy plunk 
the reader into a etting which i 
both wa htub-band rural and folk 
ong uni er al. In Eliade the acred 
and upernatural are pre ent from 
the beginning, even though the 
r ader may ee th m onl in r tro-
p ct. In Lee mith the acr d exi t 
onl a a Flann ry O'Connor anom-
al . mith' , ork do not ha the 
d pth of O'Connor or Eliad but 
h r ima inati e range i im pre i e 
and he do trike a f " uncomfort-
bl familiar chord . h pla th 
urfa " ell. Cl 
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Mass Appeal 
Safe Sermonizing 
In the Sanctuary 
John Steven Paul 
TIM : Mark-your sermon sucks . 
MARK : You haven 't heard the rest. 
TIM: The rest could be the Sermon on the 
Mount, but after two minutes of this they 
would have turned you off. 
MARK : I can't believe that. 
TIM: It's not a question of faith . It's the 
cold hard facts of the pulpit. 
M RK : What are you su estin I do? 
TIM: I'm not suggesting-I'm telling you-
don 't kick ass. 
MARK : Better that than to kiss it. 
Thus far the central argument of 
Mass Appeal, a new play by Bill C. 
Davis which opened in New York 
late last fall. The e ence of the 
drama is neither a story nor an id a 
but a relationship between two 
strong-willed characters, Fath r Tim 
Farley of St. Francis' pari h and 
Deacon Mark Dol on of t. Franci ' 
eminary. Fath r Farley, a middle-
aged Catholic prie t, has comfortably 
insinuated him elf into a middl -
cla , middle-brow congr gation in 
an urban, pre umably Ea tern dio-
ce e. One unday, th trikin I 
hand ome young eminarian mak 
an un cheduled app aranc in th 
church in the middle of on f 
Father Tim' fam d 'dial gu 
mon ." Topic for thi w k: h 
women b prie t ? Th 
ad ocat th rdination om n 
ohn t v n Paul is A sistant Profe -
sor of peech and Drama at Valparaiso 
and regular Theatr cn"tic 
t. 
Mass Appeal offers us 
idealism vs. complacency. 
the priest hedges, and the audience 
in the theatre foresees that, once 
again, a skeptical young man will 
profoundly disconcert a complacent 
old man and cause him to reexamine 
the foundations of his complacency. 
Mark Dolson is a tereotype of the 
idealistic, liberal, young wave-mak-
er: turgid with integrity and mag-
netically appealing (not to ay cute 
or exy). He pends every w ekday 
afternoon spreading th social go -
pel to enior citizen center , or to 
pri on , or to th horn of shut-in . 
Op nly doubtful of th ff ctiv -
n of th traditionally or aniz d 
church, it conv ntion , and it 
communicant , Mark wond r pub-
licly wh th r th r i r ally any r a-
on for p opl to com to ma at all. 
Mark' op n k ptici m bring 
him int nfli t with hi 
at the minary. Th x-
acerbat d by th boy' abra iv n 
and utt r la k of tact. In fact, h ha 
b n nt to Fath r Farl y, th m t 
mat ha 
r t r ha 
, f r p -
hi 




Mass Appeal is slight, predictable drama; it treats profoundly serious religious 
themes in a dramatic form that is better suited to television sketch material. 
rumor. Although a vow of celibacy 
is not required of seminarians, the 
rector forces the two boys to take a 
leave of absence from their studies. 
Incensed by this injustice, Mark 
protests the expulsion vigorous I y 
enough to be summoned for a con-
ference with the rector. 
Both Mark and Farley realize the 
gravity of the situation. Mark could 
be forced to leave seminary training 
as were his classmates. And, in a can-
did conversation between the priest 
and the deacon, we learn that Mark, 
during a three-year period of moral, 
psychological, and sexual confusion, 
had been wildly promiscuous and 
that his lovers had been of both 
sexes. After a period of time, the 
boy repudiated this joyless existence 
and devoted himself to a life of serv-
ice to others in the Church. Helping 
others, says Mark, is the only source 
of joy for him; total sexual absti-
nence is the only source of serenity. 
Farley trusts Mark's motives for re-
maining celibate and now rather 
likes the boy in spite of his very dif-
ficult personality. Father Tim coun-
sels Mark to tell the rector what he 
wants to hear, or at least to conceal 
his homosexual experience, to pro-
tect the possibility of priesthood. 
Characteristically, young Dolson re-
veals every detail to the monsignor 
who, in response, order him to 
leave the seminary. 
Mark refuses to accept this judg-
ment and asks Farley to appeal to 
his parishioners to petition the rec-
tor to reverse the expulsion order. 
With this request young Deacon 
Dolson has extended the bound of 
his own crisis to include the pre-
viously imperturbable Pastor Far-
ley. The priest's response to Mark' 
request grows out of the facts of his 
own history. Farley's father left his 
mother and him when he wa a child. 
He remained out of touch; the fam-
ily didn't know whether the father 
was alive or dead. The mother re-
married - against the letter of 
Church law which states that the 
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husband must be known dead be-
fore the wife may marry again. In 
retreat from his mother's sin, young 
Farley, a devout boy of thirteen, 
walked through the door of the 
preparatory seminary and closed it 
in his mother's face. She tried to 
reach him, but he refused. She died 
before they'd reestablished contact 
and now he carries the burden of 
guilt. 
At St. Francis' church, Farley trod 
at first in the footsteps of a dearly-
beloved former priest. Deeply un-
happy about their priest's transfer, 
the people were pointedly inhos-
pitable to Father Tim. He achieved 
his own level of belovedness-certi-
fied by gift bottle after gift bottle of 
sparkling burgundy- by reassuring 
his flock, calling them by their 
names, and carefully avoiding sub-
jects that might scatter them from 
him. Now he is being asked to risk 
the spoils won after a battle lasting 
many years. And for what? For the 
chance that his advocacy might se-
cure the future of a seminarian who 
feels obligated to tell his people 
things that they don't wish to hear? 
No. Rather, Farley will appeal to 
his people for Mark Dolson, a young 
man from whom he, an old idealist, 
has learned much about the current 
state of his ideal , and from whom 
he, a veteran pastor, has received a 
special measure of pastoral care. At 
the end of the play Tim Farley is 
tanding before his people at mass, 
appealing to them to come to Mark's 
defense. The ultimate disposition 
of the ca e remains unknown. 
Mass Appeal is slight, predictable 
drama. Bill C. Davis has treated pro-
foundl y erious moral and religious 
themes in a dramatic form better 
uited to television sketch material. 
His pair of character are another 
pecies of the Odd Couple. They 
peak in one-line exchanges-mostly 
insult cleverly phra ed-derived 
from the quick-rhythm dialogue 
made famous by eil Simon. Their 
reflections on uch i sues as celibacy 
and homosexuality smack of the 
soap opera; the intellectual level of 
their discussion is equal to that 
heard in an episode of the Phil Don-
ahue program. To compare Mass 
Appeal with previous dramas about 
religious issues-Murder in the Ca-
thedral, A Man for All Seasons, JB., 
or even The Runner Stumbles- is to 
reveal the comparatively low estate 
of much of our current, serious, 
mainstream drama. 
I felt fortunate to obtain tickets to 
Mass Appeal, a play which, during 
Christmas week, was playing to 
standing-room audiences at the 
Booth Theatre in Shubert Alley. 
The production had received ex-
cellent reviews from the local and 
the national press (picked as one of 
the season't ten best by the New York 
Times) and the acting was said to be 
something special. I was near heart-
break when at fifteen minutes be-
fore curtain our car was stopped 
dead in gridlock on 45th Street. 
Choking back my disappointment, 
I invited my wife to get out of the 
car and run on ahead, pick up our 
pair of $27 .50 tickets (a matinee!), 
and to meet our friend at the thea-
tre as planned. I'd get there. Thirty 
minutes later I found a place to park 
on 34th Street near Macy's. I re-
membered myself to Herald Square 
and ran up ten blocks through 
Times Square and past after-Christ-
mas bargain shoppers, New Year's 
eve revelers, and street hustlers ped-
dling everything from chestnuts to 
the girl next door. I arrived at the 
theatre and squeezed my way in be-
tween the standees and, as I watched 
Milo O'Shea and Michael O 'Keefe 
thrust and parry with one another 
on stage, I began to realize that 
though I was twenty minutes late to 
the theatre I had missed very little. 
I didn't know whether to feel re-
lieved or cheated. 
Why do I trouble you, my reader , 
with a play that I find so negligible? 
For the reason that I think Mass 
Appears appeal to masse of people 
The Cressel 
For all the play's sermonizing about not telling people what they want to hear, 
it is in just that spirit that it addresses its audience: thus its mass appeal. 
may tell us something about theatre 
and audiences on Broadway. How 
does one account for such large and 
appreciative audiences? First, it was 
Christmas week, the best week of the 
year for theatre box offices in New 
York. Second, in this particular au-
dience and I suspect in others, was a 
large number of Roman Catholic 
priests, sisters, and other full-time 
parish workers. Not remarkable due 
to the fact that much of the stuff of 
this drama is parochial. A good-
sized portion of this audience, then, 
was linked to the characters by that 
special empathy that one profes-
sional colleague extends to another. 
It follows that much of the after-
noon's laughter was the laughter of 
insiders, stimulated by humor born 
of the professional details of life in 
and around the sanctuary. 
But what about the rest of the au-
diences-lay people who have ex-
tended the run of the play to the 
time of this writing-what have they 
found in Mass Appeal that is so com-
pelling? It may well be that in the 
drama of Pastor Farley's urgent need 
for the pastoral care offered him by 
Mark Dolson audiences have dis-
covered yet another statement of a 
theme which is particularly satisfy-
ing for them; that is, the doctor as 
patient. Remember Equus: a highly 
successful drama in which the psy-
choanalyst Dysart discovers while 
treating a psychotic young horse-
abuser that he, the doctor, is the 
deeply disturbed patient in need of 
therapy. Remember The Elephant 
Man: another hugely successful re-
cent drama in which the Victorian 
M.D. Freddie Treves discovers 
while treating the horribly disfig-
ured and deformed John Merrick 
that his own moral deformity is 
much more severe than the physical 
deformity of his patient. Having 
een pr viously the mental doctor 
a patient and the phy ical doctor 
a patient one hould not be ur-
pri ed to see Broadway proffering a 
drama of the piritual doctor a 
Ma 1 1982 
patient. Nor is it surpnsmg that 
American audiences warm to the 
theme of doctor as patient. Ameri-
cans in the twentieth century have 
placed their futures in the hands of 
"doctors" of many varieties. They 
have watched the professionals mis-
manage society in almost every con-
ceivable way; misdiagnose the prob-
lems of long-standing American 
institutions and mistreat them; and 
generally jeopardize the futures 
with which they have been entrusted. 
What could be more satisfying than 
to see various doctors be forced to 
admit that they themselves are ill? 
And, which plays on this theme might 
we anticipate in the future? Th 
economist as victim of bad economic 
policy, and ... the mind boggle . 
(Playwrights take note!) 
Of course, there is another, prob-
ably the primary, source of Mass 
Appears popularity, and it is a fa-
miliar source at that. For all the 
play's sermonizing about not telling 
people what they want to hear, thi 
is precisely what Bill Davis has 
done. He has failed to practice what 
he preaches. We all would lik to 
hear that seemingly intractable 
p:roblems can be ameliorated if we 
but apply idealism, integrity, and 
incerity to our problem- olving 
effort . We want to hear that cynical 
old men can b tran form d into 
newborn id ali t by the ff ort of 
un poil d youn p ople and that 
thu o i ty can b ren w d. It 
do n t happ n that way v ry oft n 
but b cau e p opl lik to h ar that 
it do play like Mass Appeal ha 
alway had and will ontinu to 
have ma app al. • • •• 
The Struggle of the Dream Against the Fact 
I felt afraid on the thin trip of ro k 
Above the North tlantic. B low, fi r wav 
Were breaking on unlit ton . 
The breakers a sailed the a p ". 
Already, by dull per i t n , th 'v 
In the Perce'Rock. 
A dream i a sea; it i wa hin 
Again and again and again a r 
As it strike on a bright r k. 
But what give her ? lowly 
More solid than dream it la k th ir grim r ili n . 
A cliff exi t but won't th a find a wa pa t? 
Though hurled again ta fa t, 
Won't dream w ar fa t awa in th nd an 
Get through it om h w. 
Chri t brin a dr am to th 
I ther no way pa t? 
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On one of those wretched Feb-
ruary afternoons when the Jet 
Stream was romping around over 
Key West, allowing the frigid air to 
flow down from Point Barrow, I was 
sitting in my office trying to think of 
something to write about in this 
month's column. I have spent a large 
part of my life sitting and staring at 
blank pieces of paper, hoping that 
desperation or free association or 
something would trigger an idea 
which I have not already beaten to 
death in previous columns. More 
often than not, all that comes is an 
overwhelming certainty that noth-
ing will ever come again and that it 
is time to find other work. But this 
particular afternoon, what came 
wa~ an even more disturbing 
thought. From somewhere in the 
back of my mind came a whisper: 
"You know, it must be just about 
forty years since you first got mixed 
up with this magazine. Right? And 
in those forty years, you must have 
said everything that is on your mind. 
Right? So why don't you just rack it 
up and concentrate on being a rak-
ish grandpa?" 
I remember the first piece I did 
for The Cresset. Dr. 0. P. Kretzmann 
its founding editor and for 28 years 
president of Valparaiso University, 
wrote a column for it, called "The 
Pilgrim." It was the most over-
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whelmingly popular feature the 
magazine has ever run. At its best, it 
was also the most incisive thinking 
and writing I have ever seen in the 
religious press, except maybe some 
of the things Marty and Neuhaus are 
doing today. But Dr. Kretzmann 
sometimes found himself in a time 
bind, and then he would call on one 
of his many friends to do a guest 
column. 
So it happened in November or 
December, 1941, the deadline for the 
January, 1942, issue. One day two of 
us who were roommates and former 
editors of the campus newspaper got 
·an invitation to the President's 
house. Arrived there, we were shown 
a shivering sparrow that had asserted 
squatter's rights to the President's 
front porch and we were told that 
there was probably a moral in that 
somewhere and that our task was to 
develop that moral to the extent of 
something like 500 words for the 
January issue of The Cresset. Latent 
in the whole thing was the implica-
tion that here was our chance for the 
big time-5,000 readers, national 
circulation, a beginning which 
might be the first step to what? the 
editorship of The New Yorker? the 
Washington bureau of The New 
York Times? our very own column in 
The Cresset? 
I looked up that column when I 
got home from the office. Like an-
cient Gaul, it is divided into three 
parts. Part I, a kind of general over-
view and introduction, is by the 
Master himself and concludes with 
the wave-on line: 'Now my young 
friends can speak . . . " 
Part II begins with a question: 
'Why so pale and wan, little spar-
row?" and goes on to enlist our little 
feathered friend in the war effort 
("For all of your rough and ready 
exterior, deep inside I know that 
there i an unswerving loyalty, a 
readine s to defend what i precious 
in your eyes"). To m undergrad-
uate friend and colleague, there was 
value in thinking on "the signifi-
cance of little things ... When all 
the words are down on the paper, 
perhaps, you will be more than a 
sparrow . . . Maybe some sort of 
symbol of the freedom of things like 
sparrows and men to live in a broad 
free country ... To boo umpires in 
Brooklyn ... To pro and con on 
street corners ... To live their own 
lives ... To be courageous ... Hope-
ful ... Steadfast." (Those dots do not 
indicate omissions. Dr. Kretzmann 
was a great one for dots and we, of 
course, followed his style.) Forty 
years down the road, Part II still 
reads pretty good. You can see in it 
the promise which was so abundant-
ly fulfilled in later years when its 
writer, Ray Scherer, was one of our 
country's most lucid and most re-
spected national television re-
porters. 
There is also a Part III, and even 
without consulting the bound vol-
umes I could remember how it be-
gan: "I think I could name that 
sparrow 'Christian' ... He seems to 
typify the Christian in the world of 
1942 ... The Christian is perched 
in the darkness of the world's De-
cember on the front porch of eter-
nity ... He is cold and tired and 
very muc;h alone, but he still has a 
hope that, before long, that door will 
open and he will be allowed to go 
in to the warmth and light and com-
fort from which only the door of 
death separates him." 
You're right, that is pretty awful. 
But I was just trying to ound like I 
thought 0. P. Kretzmann sounded. 
And I ended up sounding like a Vic-
torian lady with the vapors. 
Ray got out of the writing busine s 
several years ago and is now an 
RCA vice-president. I intend to get 
out just a soon as I can. But not un-
til I have written that one column I 
have been trying to write for fort · 
years: the one that won't leave me 
feeling mortified when I see it in 
cold print. Cl 
The Cresset 
